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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2015/16

Season 2015/2016 has been another highly successful year for St Ives District Junior Cricket Club. We

had 704 players this season, up from 598 players in 2014/2015 and 580 players in 2013/2014.

Our players were spread across 59 teams, consisting of 10 In2Cricket teams at the St Ives Village

Green on Saturday morning, 11 U8 T20 Blast teams at Acron Oval on Saturday mornings, one girls’

team - the U13 St Gordon Girls who played in the Sixers Girls Cricket League (SGCL), and 37 teams

from U9s to U16/17 in the North Shore Junior Cricket Association (NSJCA).

In the U8 age group alone, we had 96 players across 11 T20 Blast teams who participated in the

inaugural NSJCA-North competition. These numbers are very strong, and suggest we will have 10 – 12

U9 teams next season.

Disappointingly, we didn’t field any T20 Blast girl’s teams on Friday evenings this season, compared to

three teams in previous seasons. The transition in recent seasons from local, club based registrations

to centralised registrations by Cricket NSW may be a contributing factor in the decline in numbers,

and is something worth investigating for next season.

On the field we had a very strong season. We had:

● Three minor premiership teams (U10 Participation Starc, U12 Starc and U14 Perry)

● Five teams won their championship finals (U10 Participation Starc, U10 Clarke, U11

Participation Warner, U12 Starc and U13 Warner)

In other grand final matches, 4 teams won their ‘Cup’ finals, 2 teams won their ‘Plate’ finals and 1

team won their Vase’ final, whilst nine of our teams were runners up in either a Championship, Cup

or Plate final category. Congratulations to all of these teams.

This season was the second season that Michael Doran of McGrath Estate Agents in St Ives has been

our principal sponsor, and the relationship was further cemented with the signing of an ongoing

sponsorship agreement. On top of a very generous financial contribution, the Club will receive 10% of

any commission on any properties sold which have been referred to Michael by a member of the St

Ives Junior Cricket Club. This offer also includes referrals from family and friends of Club members.

Similar to last season, we invested the bulk of these sponsorship dollars into improving/ increasing

our coaching commitment at the Club, which a fantastic investment in the Club’s future. Thank you

Michael for your continued support. In addition to Michael Doran of McGrath Estate Agents, I would

like to thank:

● Triforce Sports in Gordon for offering our members 10% discount all year round.

● McDonalds in St Ives and Waitara for donating vouchers for “player of the day” awards

● Sydney Awards and Trophies in West Lindfield for the wonderful support they give us.

● Geoff Spotswood and David Ford in providing us with coaching clinic prizes for our various

Club functions.

A Pre-Season Club day was held for the second time at Hassall Park on

Sunday 13th September from 2.30-5pm. Sarah Aley of the NSW

Breakers attended as our special guest, and conducted a number of
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training clinics for our players. All team kits were collected from the Louise Smith kit room (including

all in2cricket kits), and the Annual Coaches and Managers information session was conducted in the

clubhouse. We also had uniform sales and kit collections as well as an “equipment swap” table. The

event was a massive success, and effectively combined several events into one. I’d like to thank

everyone involved in the planning and management of the day, especially Tracy Poulton, Adele

Brennan, Louise Smith who managed the uniform sales, and Brad Apps and Dean Beeton of U12 Starc

for managing the distribution of team kits.

This season we welcomed Ellyse Perry, the esteemed Australian cricket and

soccer player as our new Club Patron. Our most recent Patron was the late

Councilor Tony Hall, who was Patron for twenty years between 1992 and

2012 until he retired from Ku-ring-gai Council. With the club’s current focus

on promoting girls cricket, and our ongoing focus on promoting junior cricket

as a participation based team sport, the committee believed that Ellyse

would be an ideal role model for our aspiring junior cricketers. In addition,

Ellyse continues to inspire our players who see and hear about her training at

Hassall Park nets.

The Club was again well represented in the NSJCA representative teams with 26 players this season.

Three players in particular excelled at representative level, namely Sarah Turner, Stella Campbell and

Tyson Lee.

● Sarah Turner and Stella Campbell of U14 Perry were selected and played in the U15 NSW
Country Carnival, where their team won. Sarah was Player of the Final. Stella was selected
and played in the U15 Nationals in Hobart, whilst Sarah was selected and played in the
Cricket Australia development XI in the U15 Nationals in Hobart - where she got her first 100
(103 not out). Sarah and Stella were then selected at Nationals to train in the Development
Squad in Brisbane. Congratulations Sarah and Stella on your amazing achievements this
season.

● Tyson Lee, who played for our U15 and U16/17 teams this season, capped a remarkable
season in which he was selected in the Combined Independent Schools (CIS) U15 team,
Mosman Green Shield U16 team, U15 NSJCA, and the NSW Green team which took out the
Ricky Ponting Cup at the U15 National Championships in February. In February, Tyson was
named in the U16 Australian team to play in the U17 National Championships and take on
Pakistan next summer in a one-day series in Dubai. Congratulations Tyson, and best wishes
for your matches against Pakistan in Dubai.

In addition to these players, two former St Ives Juniors have continued their progression towards

representative cricket at the highest levels. Chris Green, one of our U9/U10 coaches, played for the

winning Sydney Thunder team in the Big Bash League and for NSW 2nd XI. Harry Conway, a teammate

of Chris Green from the premiership winning St Ives U16/17 team of 2007/2008, and current

teammate at Northern District, made his Sheffield Shield debut this season, taking five wickets

against Tasmania in a match winning performance. Congratulations Chris and Harry.

I would like to congratulate the U10 and U11 players who were nominated for the President’s

Encouragement Award for their sportsmanship and commitment to cricket this season. (please see

page for further details) Based on the citations submitted by the team managers and coaches, all

players would have been deserved winners. However, there can only be one winner, and I would like
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to congratulate Micah Phillips (U11 Pattinson) as this year’s winner. Micah’s nomination citation is

shown below:

“Micah is always happy to do whatever is asked of him either batting or bowling. His

passion and enthusiasm for cricket is contagious and he always puts in over 100% effort

in every practice and game. He also fills in nearly every weekend for U12's when their

team is short. He has extra coaching to try lift his game and is always there to support

players even when rostered off for the week (we have 13 players). His skills have

improved over the season especially his fielding. He is a fanatical Thunder supporter and

a backyard cricket addict!”

Congratulations Micah.

Some great statistics were notched up in season 2015/16, notably:

● 500 runs for the season - Travis Bazzana’s 515 runs in his 15 games for U14 Perry at an

average of 103, Aaron Kerr’s 510 runs and Joshua Gooderick’s 504 runs in the season.

● scored their 1500th runs for the club - Stuart Dingley scored his 2000th career runs for the club

during the season (2074 runs), whilst Travis Bazzana (1712 runs) and Liam Skeggs (1525 runs)

scored their 1500th runs.

● Samuel Chapman played his 100th game for the club during the season (104 games), joining

Liam Skeggs as one of two boys to have played 100 games for the club, followed closely by

Stuart Dingley (99 games), Martin Cornford (98 games) and Gregor Dingley (98 games).

In the SGCL, we combined with Gordon Women’s Cricket Club to create a strong squad which finished

runners-up in both the spring and summer competitions. They built up a great team spirit and had a

lot of fun on Saturday afternoons. I would like to thank Steven Bird who took on the role of Girls’

Cricket Coordinator once again.

This season saw the introduction of the U8 T20 Blast competition at Acron Oval in St Ives. With

Cricket Australia’s strong promotion of the participation based T20 Blast format for junior cricketers,

the U8 T20 Blast concept worked perfectly in the transition from Milo In2Cricket to U9s. I would like

to thank our parent volunteers Shyam Sundar, Liz Roche and Andrew Tilley, for their efforts this

season, and Alison Graham of the NSJCA, and Cricket NSW for establishing a T20 Blast centre at St

Ives (the other NSJCA centres were at Willoughby and North Sydney). Based on the positive feedback

from the 96 players, the inaugural U8 T20 Blast season at St Ives was a great success.

Under Paul Critchley and Chris Avis, the In2Cricket program had a brilliant year with 114 kids on the

Village Green every Saturday morning. Considering 96 players that would normally play In2Cricket

had moved to U8 T20 Blast, our combined In2Cricket/U8 T20 Blast numbers jumped from 120 players

last season to 210 players this season, which is phenomenal. David Ford (head coach) and his team

did an exceptional job in coordinating the cricketing development of our youngest players, and we

look forward to their continued assistance with our In2Cricket program next season.

This season we introduced the initiative of pre-season coaching clinics. The spin bowling clinics

conducted by Mark McInnes of Sydney Cricket Coaching in September and October were fully

subscribed, and will be continued next season.
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We also facilitated two scorer’s workshops at St Ives, one for Participation Cricket and one for

Traditional Cricket. I’d like to thank Brad Apps (U12 Starc) for his time and effort in presenting the

Traditional Cricket scorers workshop, and the parents who attended the workshops.

The two ball machines were operated in tandem for the first

time, and were made available to teams and individuals for

bookings during the season. I’d like to thank Steve Bartlett

and Trent Austin for their efforts in managing the ball

machine sessions. I’d also like to thank Stuart McKessa of

Snap-on Tools and Bob Jane T-Marts in Hornsby for their

assistance in repairing a flat tyre on one of the ball machines

at the start of the season.

The combined U9 and U10 Participation club training

continued on Fridays from 5.30-6.30pm at Hassall Park. Each

of the teams had their own parent volunteer coach,

supported by professional coaches. Specialist batting and

bowling sessions were conducted for teams on a weekly

rotation basis. I’d like to thank Daniel Caldwell and Chris

Green (former St Ives junior and now Sydney Thunder

player) for their Friday evening coaching, Steve Bartlett

(Coaching Coordinator) who liaised with the professional coaches regarding the weekly coaching

programs, and Amanda Bartlett, Anthony Bartlett and Steve Levin (U9 Coordinator) for their help in

setting up the drills each week. A feature of the Friday evening training sessions was the BBQ and

canteen, with each team managing the BBQ and canteen sales on a weekly basis. Thank you to

everyone who helped out during the season, especially Katherine Stevenson (U10 Coordinator) who

purchased the BBQ and drink supplies each week, and worked tirelessly in making the Friday night

BBQs so successful once again.

On Friday 20 November, the fourth annual U9/U10 Big Bash

social cricket / BBQ night was held at Hassall Park, and

despite having to postpone the start until 6:30pm due to

heat wave conditions, was a great success once again. We

had 140 players involved, with highlights including a visit

from the Sydney Sixers' mascot Syd Sixer, the use of flashing

Zing bails, and lots of great cricket action. Parents enjoyed a

picnic and the kids really enjoyed their cricket and especially

the Zings light up bails and stumps (thank you to Zing International who provided several sets of

flashing bails and stumps to the club at nil cost, and to Katherine Stevenson, for approaching Zings on

behalf of the club). A massive thanks to Tracy Poulton and Katherine Stevenson who worked tirelessly

to make the night a success, as well as Paul Cheal, Charmain Lorch, Emma Kerdic and Georgie

Tannous who helped behind the bar.

The U9/U10 Big Bash in November was so successful, that a second

U9/U10 event was held on Friday 26 February, using the same format of
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one match per team. We had five matches running simultaneously, with some games continuing until

close to 8pm. Thank you to everyone who contributed on the night, including Louise Smith in the

canteen, and Eddie Lorch behind the bar.

Additional social cricket big bashes were held at Hassall Park for U11 (Sunday afternoon 17 January)

and U15 players (on Friday evening 4 March). Thank you to Trent Austin and Chris Poulton (U11)

together with Gavin Stuart and Andrew Johnson (U15) together with everyone involved in planning

and running the events.

Administration wise, this season we welcomed Tracy Poulton as our new Operations Manager. Tracy

did a fantastic job in taking over the reins from Rachel Scholefield in the many and varied activities

and initiatives of the club. This included, amongst many other things, a successful application with

the St Ives Rugby Club and St Ives Senior Cricket Club for a Federal Government funded Stronger

Communities Grant for new fridge and freezer, automatic external defibrillator and first aid

equipment for the Hassall Park Clubhouse. Well done Tracy!

During the season, Tracy informed the Committee that for ongoing sustainability, and for future

succession planning purposes, it was recommended that the duties of the Club Operations Manager

be split, or shared, between two people rather than one person. With player numbers expected to

increase from 700 to 750 next season, which introduces additional administration time demands, and

the Club’s recent awareness of the availability of local, state and federally funded grants for

community based organisations, it was felt the Operations Manager role should be split into

Operations Manager and Projects and Events Coordinator roles to ensure the administration aspects

of the Club continue to be performed at a high level of service.

The Committee agreed with Tracy’s recommendation, and with Tracy keen to adopt the Projects and

Events Coordinator role, the Club advertised for a replacement Club Operations Manager in February,

and received seven excellent applications. Following an interview process, which confirmed the high

calibre of the applicants, the Club appointed Katherine Stevenson (U10 Coordinator) as the new Club

Operations Manager, effective from the AGM in April. Welcome Katherine.

It was agreed during the season that MyCricket will be used to manage player registrations from next

season onwards. Whilst the club’s online database has performed well for many years, the process of

transferring our player details from the club’s database to MyCricket for team management purposes

was complicated, time consuming and ridiculously inefficient. In readiness for the transition to

MyCricket next season, the Club organised a MyCricket information session for all NSJCA clubs in

February 2016, attended by committee members Trent Austin, Katherine Stevenson and Mahesh

Malalage.

The Club continued discussions this season with Cricket Australia and MyCricket recommending the

development and introduction of an online scoring app for Participation Cricket. I would like to

acknowledge the significant contribution made by Graeme Thom (scorer, U10 Hughes) in developing

an Excel prototype of a Participation Cricket scoring app, and identifying an England based app

(nxCricket) for Participation Cricket that has been recommended to Cricket Australia for their

consideration. Thank you Graeme.
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Away from cricket, the Club continues to promote extra-curricular cricket activities for its members,

as demonstrated by various SCG activities for junior players, senior players, parents and siblings.

On Saturday, 28 November, 130 players from St Ives and

other NSJCA clubs played social cricket on the SCG during

the lunch break of the Sheffield Shield match between

NSW and Queensland. The SCG museum was opened

during the visit as well. From all reports, the kids and

parents had a ball.

On Sunday 20 December, 90 players from St Ives played

social cricket on the SCG thanks to Mark Hilton (U10

Coordinator) and Steve Levin’s efforts in working with Liz

McPherson of the Sydney Sixers. In order to qualify for the

social cricket experience, the Club arranged to sell 260

tickets to its members for the Women’s Big Bash and Men’s

Big Bash games played at the SCG on 20 December. In return

for selling more than 200 tickets, the Club was given

exclusive access to the SCG between the two matches, with

90 players playing social cricket on the SCG. Well done Mark and Steve, and everyone who bought

tickets through the Club.

In recognition of her efforts during the season, both for St Ives Junior

Cricket and multiple community-based organisations, Ku-ring-gai

Council rewarded Katherine Stevenson as a ‘Gem of Ku-ring-gai’. Well

done Katherine!

Following on from last season’s Bondi

Beach raffle ticket selling opportunity

(where St Ives players sold raffle tickets

and played beach cricket with Mitchell

Marsh, Aaron Finch and James Faulkner),

the club approached the Gemba Group in

December for similar opportunities this

season and was offered the unique

opportunity to sell Toyota Good for

Cricket raffle tickets at the Australia

versus India One Day International on 23 January. The response from the club for volunteers was

fantastic, with 13 players and parents selling $1700 worth of tickets on the day. I’d like to thank Tina

Phillips, Micah Phillips, Kaiden Phillips, Geoff Wadeson, Josh Wadeson, Max Schreiber, Kai

Schreiber-Pitters, Steve Bartlett, Anthony Bartlett, Andrew Bartlett, Lachlan Bartlett, Charlie McKay
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and Tom Schell for their incredible efforts. A special mention goes out to Andrew Bartlett of U10

Nevill, who sold raffle tickets to spectators at their seats – no matter where they were sitting. This

was both entertaining to the spectators, and lucrative for the club!

On 3 February, 14 players (including Owen Shaw of U14 Lee), played cricket for St Ives Dads (12

players) and Pillars of Strength (2 players) on the SCG as part of the Primary Club of Australia’s

Marathon Cricket event. The St Ives Dads team comprised Martyn Slocombe (captain), Trent Austin,

Simon Gooderick, Brad Holland, Graeme Thom, Colin Earle, Owen Shaw, Mahesh Malalage, Mark

McDonald, Clint Bragg, Nick Boots and Prashant Haldankar, with Eddie Lorch and Chris Avis playing for

the Pillars of Strength, and Peter Mullane umpiring the St Ives Dads’ game.

We introduced this season the Cafe2U mobile coffee van at local matches on Saturday mornings and

afternoons. I would like to thank Rob from Cafe2U Lane Cove for his coffee service this season. From

all reports, the coffee was greatly appreciated by the parents.

We had another fantastic response to the sunglasses offer from Sally Atkins of

Atkins Optometrist in Gordon, with many pairs of sunglasses purchased by

Club members at a significantly discounted price. Thank you to Sally (mother

of Morgan Quan in U14/15 Smith) for supporting the club with this initiative.

One initiative the Club successfully continued this season was participation

cricket, as an optional competition for U10 players. U11 Participation cricket was introduced as an

option for the first time this season. In Participation Cricket, all players bat in pairs for four overs (five

overs in U11), with batters simply swapping ends when dismissed. This season, St Ives had eight U10

Participation teams, up from three teams in 2014/2015, and one U11 Participation team.

An initiative we introduced this season was to give players more choices at registration time as to

which division they would prefer to play in, as well as participation versus traditional (out means out)

cricket in U10s and U11s. We will always, of course, take into account “play with” requests, but by

giving players a choice of division as well we feel this will enable players to make more of a choice

between the standard of cricket they would like to play and playing in a team purely on a friendship

basis. Directional changes the club is considering for next season, include the introduction of a

‘Division Assessment’ process, and age group training sessions. Further details will be provided closer

to the start of next season.

The Club continued its Liquor License this season, which allowed the Club to sell alcohol at the

U9/U10 Big Bash events in November and February. The Club is indebted to the support of the St Ives
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Rugby Club (especially Graeme Keenan) for the use of the Rugby Club’s fridges during the summer.

The transferring of stock between the two clubs at the start and end of the season significantly

simplified inventory management for both clubs. In essence, we purchased the Rugby Club’s unused

beer, mixers, ciders and soft drinks at the start of the season, and sold the remaining items back to

the Rugby Club at the end of season.

In last season’s report I mentioned that a new stairway was to be built in the Clubhouse to replace

the existing stairs that were dangerously steep. I would like to thank Mr Jonathan O’Dea, the State

Member for Davidson, for making the $11,600 grant available as part of the Community Building

Partnership program, and St Ives Rugby Club for applying for the grant, and for managing the

construction of the new stairway. The stairs were completed 2016, with St Ives Junior Cricket Club

and St Ives Seniors Cricket Club sharing the costs of the subsequent painting works completed in

March 2016.

A particular highlight of the season occurred in October,

when Australian cricket legend and Sydney Thunder

captain, Mike Hussey, made a surprise visit to Hassall

Park as part of a Commonwealth Bank sponsored

‘Off–field Legends’ segment for the Channel 9 Cricket

Show. I was lucky enough to have been nominated by

the NSJCA as someone worth interviewing about my

role in junior cricket. Completely unaware and having

been interviewed, I was surprised to meet Mike Hussey

at Hassall Park during an U11 match between St Ives Watson and St Ives Pattinson, and whilst St Ives

U10 Starc was having a practice session on their bye round. After the filming was completed at

Hassall Park, Mike Hussey kindly agreed to visit Bryce Oval St Ives to watch my son Charlie play for St

Ives U10 Smith against St Ives Hughes. It was a great day, and on the day, I made Mike an honorary

member of the Club.

As part of the reward, I was given VIP tickets to the Sydney

Test Match, and met the captains, Steve Smith and Jason

Holder, on the pitch at the coin toss. Afterwards, my family

and I were given a personal tour of the Channel 9

commentary box, which was an absolute privilege. Thank

you NSJCA, Commonwealth Bank and Channel 9!

This season we farewelled Laura Critchley, our Club’s

Newsletter editor and her husband Paul Critchley (In2Cricket Coordinator), who moved to Hong Kong

with their family just after Christmas.

I would like to pay particular thanks to the following people for all their time, effort and dedication to

keeping our junior cricket Club running smoothly:
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● The Age Coordinators who collectively did a fantastic job in coordinating the many and varied

activities required. Our Age Coordinators this year were Steve Levin (U10), Katherine Stevenson

and Mark Hilton (U10), Brendon Morcom and Trent Austin (U11), Adele Brennan (U12), Matt Cole

(U13), Lara Turner (U14/15) and Chris Skeggs (U16/17).

● Steve Bartlett, the Club’s Coaching Coordinator (or Executive General Manager, Head of Team

Performance, Junior Cricket St Ives (using Cricket Australia terminology)). Steve had a busy season,

starting with the introduction of an informal division assessment process to help parents choose

which division their child might be better suited for, managing the Sunday afternoon ball machine

sessions (made difficult by persistent wet weather at the start of the season), and organising club

coaching sessions.

● Our Club Operations Manager, Tracy Poulton, who provided excellent and dedicated service to the

Club, and often going well beyond the call of duty to ensure the smooth running of Club activities.

Tracy did a fantastic job in organising and promoting junior cricket in the St Ives district this

season, and in managing the Stronger Communities Grant application process, and we are grateful

for her dedication and enthusiasm to the role.

● Matt Cole, our Treasurer, who continued where he left off last season and managed the accounts

with distinction. Matt’s diligence in budgeting, record keeping and Club accounting was exemplary,

and ensured the Club ran at a small profit once again. As mentioned in last year’s report, a

Treasurer’s work is never done, of course. Based on last year’s revenue exceeding $150,000, and

projected revenues in future years, the ATO confirmed its preliminary advice last season that we

would need to register for GST. As it turned out, and as shown in the Finance Report, this season’s

revenue exceeded $180,000. Matt duly managed the transition to a GST environment with his

trademark enthusiasm, patience, perseverance and diligence – all of which came in handy during

his phone calls and dealings with the ATO. Next season, registration fees and uniform sales will

therefore include a GST component.

● Kris Mason who took over from Anthony Ford as Equipment Officer. Kris, along with Trent Austin,

did a great job checking the equipment in each kit prior to the start of the season, and ordering

replacement items as required. One key observation made especially in the older age groups, is

that many players have their own cricket gear and don’t require the use of full equipment in the

team kit bag. Thank you Kris for your assistance this season.

● Chris Skeggs and Mahesh Malalage, the Club’s delegates on the NSJCA committee for their time

and effort in attending the monthly NSJCA meetings, and reporting back to the committee at our

monthly meetings.

● Mahesh Malalage, who continued in the role of Vice President for the second season, in addition

to his busy U10 umpiring, U13 coaching and rep cricket activities. Mahesh was a great support to

me during the season, and his feedback and counsel regarding junior cricket matters was greatly

appreciated.

● Trent Austin (U11 Coordinator) for again collating the Club’s statistics for our end of season

trophies. The task, whilst still time consuming, was made a lot easier this year as Trent utilised the

online statistics and club champion options available in MyCricket for determining the respective

club champions, rather than toiling away through a plethora of spreadsheets to churn out the

results as has been the case in previous seasons.
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● Our 2015/16 committee for their combined efforts in making the season such a success. The

committee is comprised of a dedicated group of very capable parent volunteers, each of

whom provides excellent service to the Club.

● Every coach, manager, assistant, part-time assistant, scorer and umpire from every team for

the time they take every week to make sure the players have the opportunity to participate.

Without this approach there is no doubt the game would not be as widely enjoyed as it is.

Two people I would like to acknowledge are former St Ives Junior Cricket Club parents, Louise Smith

and Graeme Keenan. Louise and Graeme are giants in the local community, and continue to devote

countless hours in their volunteer pursuits of cricket and rugby respectively. Louise was a familiar face

at Hassall Park helping with club events, and took many of the photos that appear in the annual

report and newsletters during the season. Graeme Keenan meanwhile, has been the long-term

caretaker of the Hassall Park Clubhouse, and did a magnificent job once again this season. Thank you

Louise and Graeme.

Finally, I would particularly like to thank my wife, Jacqui, and our children, Tom, Charlie and Alice for

their tremendous support and patience during the three years that I have been President, plus the

three years beforehand when I was the In2Cricket Coordinator.

It has been an absolute pleasure being President of St Ives Junior Cricket Club over the past three

years. In accordance with the Club’s Constitution, I look forward to handing over the baton to the

next President at the AGM. As noted in previous years by past presidents, I would like to re-iterate

that the single most important aspect for St Ives Junior Cricket Club’s existence is for every player to

participate and to have a ‘fair go’. This requires a team of managers and coaches that can provide the

environment for this to be possible. We do not grade teams, we believe in playing for the love of the

game, as much as possible with the people you want to play with. This inevitably leads to teams

having variable skill levels.

As a Club, ‘we want to measure our success by how many kids come back rather than by how

many trophies we win’. With this in mind, I wish you all the best for your winter activities, and look

forward to seeing you again next summer.

David McKay

President

St Ives Junior Cricket Club
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ANNUAL AWARDS CRITERIA

Awards are based on performances throughout the normal competition rounds. Semi-Finals and

Finals performances are not included for the purpose of determining awards.

Perpetual awards are to be held by registered members of the Club only. Perpetual trophies shall be

returned to the Club Registrar immediately a player ceases being a registered member of the Club, or

at the end of the following season prior to Presentation Day.

JOHN WALSH MEMORIAL TROPHY (Club Champion): Awarded to the player who achieves

the highest point score for the season (0.1 point per run scored, 1 points per wicket, catch,

stumping, or run-out, 0.5 points per assisted run-out). All age groups are eligible.

(Note: This trophy shall be held by a player once only; a player who has won the trophy once and

scores the most points in a subsequent season will be acknowledged appropriately by the Club).

J. MAUNDER CUP: Presented to the player who scores the most runs in the season. All age groups

are eligible. If two or more players score equal runs, the award will be shared.

CHARLTON CUP: Presented to the player who takes the most wickets in the season. All age groups

are eligible. If two or more players take an equal number of wickets, the award will be shared.

BARRY GARROD TROPHY: Presented to the player who achieves the highest batting average in

U11 and U12. A minimum aggregate of 200 runs must be scored for U12, and 150 for U11.

NEIL MARTZ TROPHY: Presented to the best performing wicket keeper for the season (total of

catches and stumpings). All age groups are eligible.

PRESIDENT’S ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD: Presented to the player who is considered to have

displayed the greatest dedication to the game, to the Club, and in developing their skills in the

U10 and U11 competition. The Award is determined by the Club Executive on advice from each of

the eligible team manager’s recommendations.

STEVE DANIELS MEMORIAL TROPHY: Presented to the player judged to be the most promising in

the Club, ready to play in the senior competition. It has been traditional to select a player from

the Club’s most senior teams, and the Committee when making the selection takes into account

the player’s history and performance over a reasonable period of time. All aspects of the game

are considered including batting, bowling, fielding, captaincy, sportsmanship and contribution to

the Club.

JOHNSON FAMILY AWARD (sponsored by Northern Districts Cricket Club): Presented to the player

judged to be the most promising playing in the U14/15 competition. The Committee, when

making the selection takes into account the player’s history and performance over a reasonable

period of time, including performance in Representative cricket. In addition to a perpetual trophy

the recipient receives a scholarship for the Northern District Cricket Academy for the following

season.
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ANNUAL AWARDS CRITERIA (cont.)

STEVEN BIRD GIRLS’ CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY: Awarded to the female player who achieves the

highest point score for the season (1 point per run scored, 10 points per wicket, catch, stumping,

or runout, 5 points per assisted runout). All age groups playing Girls’ only cricket are eligible.

AGE GROUP CHAMPIONS: A new award commencing this year and is awarded to the player who

achieves the highest point score for the season in the John Walsh Memorial trophy tradition.

Awarded to the player who achieves the highest point score for the season (0.1 point per run

scored, 1 points per wicket, catch, stumping, or run-out, 0.5 points per assisted run-out). All

divisions in that age group are eligible.

100s, HAT TRICKS and 5 WICKETS IN A GAME: trophies are awarded to individuals who score 100

runs or take a hat trick or 5 wickets in a game during the season.

BATTING and BOWLING AWARDS: are made to the highest aggregate run scorers and wicket

takers in each team. If players are equal on aggregate, the best average is awarded the trophy.

MANAGER’S AWARDS: are awarded to the player who has played the game with the best “spirit

of cricket” – the best all round, team player. To be decided by the Manager and/or Coach of each

U10-U16/17 team.

U9’s/U10’s Average AWARDS: Each U9/Under 10 Average team is awarded a Player of the Year

award (for the best all round player) and a Best Team Player award (for the player who has played

with the best “spirit of cricket”). These awards are decided by the Coach and/or Manager of each

team.

OTHER AWARDS: Medallions are awarded to all members of Minor Premiers and Premiership

winning teams by the association. The Club also awards Minor Premier caps to each team

member of Minor Premier teams (teams finishing on top of the table before the finals begin).
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NATIONAL AND STATE LEVEL REPRESENTATION 2015/16

Congratulations for the following significant achievements by St Ives Junior Cricket Club members:

National Level Representation

Cricket Australia’s Under 15 Development Squad: Sarah Turner and Stella Campbell were selected

into the Australia U15 development squad after the U15 National Championships in Hobart.

Cricket Australia U16 Team: Tyson Lee was selected to play in the Australia U16 Team to compete

in the Australian championships and against Pakistan in Dubai.

State Level Representation

Cricket NSW Academy Program: The Cricket NSW Academy is an off season development program run

for ages 13-16 across NSW.

U14 NSW Metro Academy: Sarah Turner and Stella Campbell were selected into the U14 Metro

Academy.

U15 NSW Metro Academy: Tyson Lee was selected into the Cricket NSW Academy.

U15 Cricket Australia Development Squad: Sarah Turner and Stella Campbell were selected at

Nationals to train in the Development Squad in Brisbane.

U16 Cricket NSW Metro Academy: Dermott Beattie was selected into the Cricket NSW Academy

NSJCA REPRESENTATIVE CRICKET 2015/16

All juniors playing for St Ives Junior Cricket Club are eligible to trial for the representative team in their

age group. Our Club had another strong representation in this Season’s North Shore Junior Cricket

Association representative teams.

DCA Reps: Each year, associations from all parts of Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong and the ACT

enter teams in the NSW Districts Junior Shield representative competitions (DCA).

IDCA (Presidents Cup) Reps: The Inter District Cricket Association (IDCA) runs this rep competition

designed to give players with potential the opportunity to play the game at a level between the

Association and DCA standard.

U11 Presidents Cup Champion Team
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St Ives Junior Representative Players:

Congratulations to the following St Ives Junior Cricket Club members that were selected:

Age
Group

DCA Representatives
Presidents Cup
Representatives/IDCA

U10
Scott Daniels, Dylan Johnson,
Joshua Riddle

U11 Lachlan Bill, William Elliot Jordan Iyengar

U12
Deshan Malalage, Paul Boyatzis, Will
Shortis

Nick Apps, Dean Chertkow,
Harrison Davis, Nick Hook, Steven
Mart, Bailey Stevens

U13
James Peterson, Cooper Wright,
Alexander Stuart, Tom Osborn

U14 Harry O'Connor Campbell Johnson, Hayden Biet

U15 Tyson Lee

U16
Dermott Beattie, Liam Skeggs,
Martin Cornford

Representative Premier and Championship Teams:

U10 DCA Foster Shield Championship Team 2015/16: Dylan Johnson was a member of this team.

Dylan was the leading wicket taker for the team and he came second in the age group in the

district overall. 

U11 Presidents Cup Championship Team 2015/16: Jordan Iyengar was a member of the winning

team

U12 Presidents Cup Undefeated Premiers and Championship Team 2015/16: Nick Apps, Dean

Chertkow, Harrison Davis and Steven Mart and Bailey Stevens were members of the winning team.

U12 ActewAGL Kookaburra Cup: Deshan Malalage and Will Shortis were part of the winning team

U13 Presidents Cup Championship Team 2015/16: James Peterson and Cooper Wright were

members of the winning team.
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OTHER PLAYER REPRESENTATIONS 2015/16

Congratulations also for the following amazing achievements by St Ives Junior Cricket Club members:

Other Representation

Cricket Australia (CA) Invitation XI: Sarah Turner was selected and played in the CA XI in the U15

Nationals in Hobart where she got her first 100 (103 not out)

Metro Representation

U15 NSW City Team: Sarah Turner and Stella Campbell were selected and played in the U15 NSW

Country Carnival, where their team won. Sarah was Player of the Final.

CIS NSW Prep Team: Tom Osborn played for the CIS NSW Prep schools team in Barooga, October

2015.

CIS NSW Primary Team: Nick Hook was selected and played in the NSW CIS Primary Boys team.

CIS NSW Open Team: Sarah Turner selected and played in the CIS Open team at the NSW All

Schools Secondary Girls Cricket Championships.

CIS NSW U15 Team: Tyson Lee was selected to play in the CIS NSW Team

ISA Schoolboys Rep Team: Dermott Beattie was selected to play in the ISA Schoolboys Rep Team

Area / NSJCA / Local Representation

Sydney North Team: Stella Campbell was selected to play in the Sydney North Team

City & Country Schoolboys Cricket Association Team: Dermott Beattie played in the NSW

Schoolboys Championships in March 2016

Mollie Dive competition for a combined North Shore / Manly Warringah Team: Amy Gibbons and

Ciara Gibson played in this competition

Lismore U12 cricket carnival Nick Hook, Deshan Malalage, Paul Boyatwzis and Will Shortis were

part of the NSJCA U12 team who took part

Effort and Sportsmanship Awards

Nilgiri’s Spirit of Cricket Award Winners: Jesse Lourens (U11 Clarke), Anqi Wang (U11 Clarke),

James Kumar (U11 Clarke), Tom Sellers (U14 Lee), Bailey Stevens (U14 Perry)

Sixers Superstars Winners: Rhys Edwards (U11 Watson), Matthew Rosser (U13 Lyon)
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MAJOR CLUBMILESTONES 2015/16

Congratulations to the following current SIJCC players who have achieved major milestones playing

for the club:

75+ Games for the Club
Liam Skeggs (129)

Samuel Chapman (104)
Stuart Dingley (99)*
Martin Cornford (98)
Gregor Dingley (98)*
Alexander Smith (94)
Duncan Digley (87)*

Dylan Brett (78)*
Jared Brett (78)*

1000+ Runs for the Club

Stuart Dingley (2074)
Travis Bazzana (1712)

Liam Skeggs (1525)
Gregor Dingley (1284)*

Samuel Chapman (1125)
Nicholas Woodward (1122)
Deshan Malalage (1049)*
Campbell Johnson (1044)*
Martin Cornford (1042)*

50+Wickets for the Club

Martin Cornford (71)
Gregor Dingley (67)*
Stuart Dingley (66)

Samuel Chapman (62)
Julien Edwards (58)*
Alexander Smith (94)
Dermot Beattie (52)*

Liam Skeggs (50)*

* Achieved this season 2015/16
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2015/16 SEASON – CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS

Congratulations to the following teams on their success in their divisions and playoffs

NSJCA Minor Premiers
U10 Participation Minor Premiers: U10 St Ives Starc

U12 Div.1 Minor Premiers: U12 St Ives Starc
U14 Div.1 Minor Premiers: U14 St Ives Perry

NSJCA Championship

Winners
U10 North Champions: U10 St Ives Clarke

U10 Participation Champions: U10 St Ives Starc
U11 Participation Champions: U11 St Ives Warner

U12 Div.1 Champions: U12 St Ives Starc
U13 Div.1 Champions: U13 St Ives Warner

Runners Up
U10 Participation Championship Runners Up: U10 St Ives Hughes

Other NSJCA Playoff Results

NSJCA CupWinners
U10 Participation Cup Winners: U10 St Ives Hussey

U12 Div.2 Cup Winners: U12 Warner
U13 Div 2 Cup Winners: St Ives Lyons
U15 Div.1 Cup Winners: U15 North

NSJCA Cup Runners Up
U10 Participation Cup Runner Ups: U10 St Ives Smith

U11 Div 2 Cup: St Ives Pattinson
U13 Div 2 Cup: St Ives Ponting

NSJCA Plate Winners
U10 Participation Plate Winners: U10 St Ives North

NSJCA Plate Runners Up
U10 Participation Plate: St Ives Hazelwood

U11 Div 1 Plate: St Ives Clarke

U12 Div.1 Plate Runners Up: U12 Clarke

U13 Div 2 Plate: St Ives Johnson

U14 Div.1 Plate Runners Up: U14 Warner

U16/17 Plate: St Ives Trumper
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NSJCA VaseWinners
U12 Div 1 Vase Winners: St Ives Lyons
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2015/16 SEASON - INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

Club Perpetual Awards

Club Award Details Statistics Team

JOHN WALSH MEMORIAL TROPHY

Club Champion
Gregor Dingley

81.3 Pts, 345 R, 29 W, 17 C,

7 RO, 0 stumping

U14 Perry,

U16/17 Trumper

J. MAUNDER CUP

Most runs for season

Travis Bazzana 475 runs U14 Perry

CHARLTON CUP

Most wickets for season

Elliott Kerr 31 Wickets U10 Clarke

NEIL MARTZ TROPHY

Best wicket keeper for season

Justus Stals 10 Catches and 3

Stumpings

U14/15 North

PRESIDENT’S ENCOURAGEMENT

AWARD

Greatest dedication to game (U10/11)

Micah Phillips U11 Pattinson

STEVE DANIELS MEMORIAL TROPHY

Most promising senior player

Liam Skeggs U16/17 Trumper

BARRY GARROD TROPHY

Best batting average (U11/12)

Joshua Gooderick Avg 101.25 U12 Clarke

JOHNSON FAMILY AWARD

Most promising player (U14/15)

Campbell Johnson U14/15 North

STEVEN BIRD GIRLS’ CHAMPIONSHIP

TROPHY

Highest point score for the season

Ciara Gibson St Gordon U13

BREV JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION

AWARD

Service to the club

Trent Austin U11 & MyCricket
Co-ordinator

MILESTONE AWARDS

5 wickets in an innings

Elliott Kerr

Daniel

Ghoughassian

Rnd 15 vs Nth Syd White,

3 Overs, 5 Wickets, 5 runs

Rnd 11 vs St Ives Johnson,

3 Overs, 6 Wickets, 11 runs

U10 Clarke

U13 Smith
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Club Age Champion

Club Age Champion Details
Club Championship

Points
Team

U10 Club Champion Elliot Kerr 49.30 Pts U10 Clarke

U11 Club Champion Joel Austin 44.20 Pts U11 Starc

U12 Club Champion, Nicholas Apps 51.40 Pts U12 Starc

U13 Club Champion Deshan Malalage 65.40 Pts U13 Ponting

U14 Club Champion Travis Bazzana 67.50 Pts U14 Perry

U15 Club Champion Campbell Johnson 50.00 Pts U14/15 North

U16/17 Club Champion Liam Skeggs 40.20 Pts U16/17 Trumper

NSJCA 2015/16 Major AwardWinners

Division Award Player Performance

2015/16 U10 Participation Batting Award Sean Mckeon St Ives
JCC

201 runs

2015/16 U10 Participation Bowling Award Luke Thom St Ives JCC 17@3.94

2015/16 U11 Participation Batting Award Jack Kneeshaw St Ives
JCC

181 runs

2015/16 U11 Participation Bowling Award Jack Kneeshaw St Ives
JCC

12@5.25

2015/16 U11 DIV 1 Bowling Average Award Joel Austin St Ives JCC 18@4.39

2015/16 U11 DIV 1 Bowling Strike Rate
Award

Joel Austin St Ives JCC 18@11.67

2015/16 U12 Div 2 Wicket Keeper Award Rhys Johnson St Ives
JCC

3 catches / 8
stumpings

2015/16 U13 Div 2 Batting Runs Award Deshan Malalage St
Ives JCC

384@54.86

2015/16 U13 Div 2 Bowling Average Award Deshan Malalage St
Ives JCC

20@4.3

2015/16 U13 Div 2 Bowling Strike Rate
Award

Deshan Malalage St
Ives JCC

20@12.4

2015/16 U13 Div 2 Wicket Keeper Award Rex Pearce St Ives JCC 4 catches / 3
stumpings
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2015/16 U14 PM Batting Runs Award Travis Bazzana St Ives
JCC

475@95
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Club Team Awards

Team Batting Award Bowling Award Manager's Award

U10 Clarke Elliott Kerr Elliott Kerr Charlie Helps

U10 Haddin Lochlan Stevenson Lachlan J Graham Tom Cheadle

U11 Starc Joel Austin Joel Austin Alex Holland

U11 Clarke James Wiryadi Hayden Kee Ethan Heslop

U11 Pattinson Thomas Van Balkom Kieran Poulton Noah Calder

U11 Watson William Rothfield William Rothfield Ryan Hill

U12 Starc Nicholas Apps Nicholas Apps Jakob Biet

U12 Clarke Joshua Gooderick Maximilian Guilday Adam Watson

U12 Lyon Connor Bell Archie Allen Kaiden Phillips

U12 Ponting Jack Parry Christopher Yanco Daniel Nuich

U12 Warner Dylan Johnson Henry Day Sebastian Reynolds

U13 Warner Ben High Ben High Yianni Koulouris

U13 Ponting Deshan Malalage Deshan Malalage Charlie Scholefield

U13 Lyons Rex Pearce Angus Stevenson James Ashton

U13 Smith Blake Forbes Jay Tunnicliffe Daniel Ghoughassian

U13 Johnson James Parasyn Alexander Panikian Christopher Calthorpe

U14 Warner Jared Brett Joel Murray Tom Nuich

U14 Lee Hayden Biet Nathan Hukins Tom Sellers

U14 Perry Travis Bazzana Gregor Dingley Aidan Galloway

U14 Haddin Luke Giacometti Max Black Aaron Kerr

U15 North Jacobus Marais Alexander De Laine Campbell Johnson

U15 Smith Harrison Ferry Harry Charalambous Daniel Pavlich

U16/17 Trumper Liam Skeggs Martin Cornford Matt Anderson
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Club Team Awards Continued. (Participation)

Team Team Player of the Year Award Best Team Player Award

U9 Starc Kosta Sotiropoulos Nicholas Bull

U9 Smith Oliver Glynn Dominyk Fraser

U9 Lyon Luke Austin Ramakrishna Balachandran

U9 Hughes Michael Monahan Felix Larkin

U10 Hazlewood Wil Stuckings Hayden Dennis

U10 Hughes Luke Thom Jack Perosin

U10 Hussey Matthew Jarman Asher Hammersley

U10 Nevill Andrew Bartlett Lachlan Bartlett

U10 North Scott Daniels Hamish Rankin

U11 Warner Jack Kneeshaw Hamish Murphy

President’s Encouragement Award (U10/U11)

Nominations were received from teams as follows:

Team Nominations

U10 Hazlewood Michael Wilkinson

U10 Hughes Nate Roberts

U10 Hussey Sam Daykin

U10 Nevill Tino Whooley

U10 North Hamish Rankin

U10 Perry Andrew Cunningham

U10 Smith Kurt Heal

U10 Starc Thomas Johnston

U10 Clarke Rian Mistry

U10 Haddin Nicholas Audet

U11 Starc Ryan Frykberg

U11 Clarke Hayden Kee

U11 Pattinson Micah Phillips (Winner)

U11 Watson Duncan Smith

U11 Warner Callum Weir
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CLUB AWARDS - STATISTICS

JohnWalsh Memorial Trophy – Club Championship Points (Over 35)
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J. Maunder Cup – Top Run Scorers (200 Runs and Over)
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Charlton Cup – TopWicket Takers (12Wickets and Over)
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Neil Martz Trophy– TopWicket Keepers (5 Dismissals and Over)

Barry Garrod Trophy – Best Batting Average In U11 & U12
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Club Age Champions - Club Championship Points (Top 5 Players)

Under 10

Under 11

Under 12

Under 13

Under 14

Under 15
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Club Age Champions - Club Championship Points (Top 5 Players)

Under 16/17

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS BY TEAM 2015/16

Please go to http://mycricket.cricket.com.au for your team and individual game and season stats
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TEAM REPORTS

Sixers Junior Cricket League U13 St Gordon Girls

This year St Ives combined forces with Gordon Women’s Cricket Club to create a squad to participate

in the Sixers Girls Cricket League. The "first timers" were immediately made to feel welcome by the

"old hands" and the two teams soon gelled into a tight knit squad of 11. In the "Pre-Christmas"

competition results were very encouraging indeed and we finished 2nd but unfortunately lost in the

Grand Final.

In the "Post-Christmas" competition we continued to improved our skills and game awareness and

registered 3 wins out of 5 to finish in 3rd Place and a berth in the Semi-Finals.

The semi-final saw an impressive performance by the whole team and a resounding victory to setup a

Grand Final against the unbeaten Forest team. The Final was a tight game with Forest eventually

claiming victory in the 18th over. Whilst it was a shame to lose both Grand Finals the team played

with great pride and demonstrated exemplary sportsmanship. Special mention should be made of

Emma Graham who captained the side admirably.

There were several outstanding individual performances during the season but the team would

regularly share the honours around and everyone contributed positively.

Huge improvement was made by the whole squad with the St Ives "super six" being: Amy, Libby, Fran,

Ciara, Jillian and Ananya.

Game days were always fun and all the girls are to be congratulated for the manner in which they

conducted themselves both off and on the pitch. For that I truly thank each and every player - you

were a credit to yourselves and to your club. Thank-you to all the parents and grandparents for your

support of the girls and pitching in with scoring duties. Your daughters really do appreciate you being

around and enjoying the show!

Steven Bird – Girls’ Coordinator

In2Cricket

The 2015-16 season saw the introduction of the

Under 8 20/20 competition at Acron Oval however

the St Ives In2cricket numbers held up extremely well

which bears testament to the strength of the

program. Anything up to 115 aspiring youngsters

enjoyed an uninterrupted season of Saturday

mornings at Village Green for the second year

running. The weather gods must be planning a doozy

at some stage.
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Once again we were extremely fortunate to have the services of David Ford, and his team of qualified

coaches that play in the Sydney Grade and Shires competitions. Without exception all of the coaches

were outstanding with the youngsters (even those who thought stumps were light sabers), and by

being so well organised each of the sessions ran particularly smoothly. My personal thanks to David

and the team for helping me pick up the baton from Paul Critchley mid-season, and giving me one

less thing to organise.

On behalf of the coaches and co-ordinators we would like to thank all the parents who contributed to

the coaching drills. With so many kids to coach it makes a huge difference to have so many parents

supporting the coaches on the day. Many thanks to those parents who also put their hand up to assist

with team management and the bringing of the kit each week. It definitely adds something to the

kids experience to have Mum, Dad the grandparents etc. there and involved on the day.

To the kids themselves congratulations on being so enthusiastic and listening to the coaching staff

with the end result being a quantum leap in terms of the skill level in some cases. It is really satisfying

for all involved to watch the young ones develop their skills and have fun with their mates.

David McKay retires this year as President of the club and he must be commended for the tireless

work he has put into junior cricket at St Ives. Undoubtedly the club is in far better shape that when he

began his tenure and he leaves a legacy he can be very proud of.

Special thanks to Tracy Poulton whose official title is Operations Manager but she does the job of

many. Thanks Tracy for putting up with all my stupid questions and rescuing us when we were a pack

or medal short at very late notice.

In closing, there is the opportunity to be involved with the organisation of both the Under 8 and

In2Cricket programs next season and I would suggest its worth some serious thought. The time

commitment is minimal and the reward of seeing the kids enjoying their cricket far outweighs any

sacrifice that might be made in organising. The bottom line is without the organisers there isn't a

program so if you can help in any way please let me or Tracy know.

Enjoy the winter months and we'll hopefully see you all back at the club next season

Chris Avis - In2Cricket Co-ordinator

Milo U8 T20Blast

We had an awesome season with the new T20 blasters. T20 blasters was a new format for us this year

so there were a couple of teething problems, however once they were ironed out it was “onwards

and upwards”.

We had 12 teams involved and there were many titanic battles, Don Bradman would be turning in his

grave if he knew that half his team were trying reverse sweeps but that’s modern day cricket and all

the games were played with great enthusiasm and sportsmanship. What we found a little bizarre was

that at the end of the season all teams ended on 25 points which means everyone was a winner!!
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It was amazing to see the level of skill improvement throughout the season, we may have started

with the cones travelling further than the ball occasionally for free hits but we ended up needing to

move the boundaries out to cope with all the massive sixes……you should all be very proud.

One of the highlights of the year was the trip to the

SCG where we were able to play before a Sydney

Sixer’s game. I’m sure the boys will have great

memories of that day, for the pre-game Mexican

waves, the match and then of course the lap of

honour. (Photo above: Some of the live action at the

SCG!)

Thanks to all the parents that helped out with managing, coaching, scoring, cheering, chatting while

having a coffee and most of all I’d like to thank all the players for coming down and having heaps fun

while learning the basics of the game.

Well done everyone and hopefully we’ll see you all next year…..

Andrew Tilley- U8 T20 Blast Co-ordinator

U9 Starc

The beginning of the season saw a great group of boys come together in their first season of “real

cricket” as some explained. Some boys had more experience than others, however that didn’t matter,

they went on to win their first match to much excitement. Throughout the season, they won roughly

half of the matches played. We discussed wins and discussed losses, and how to improve for our next

game. Did our team talks influence our next game? Sometimes!

The boys were always happy to share the duties around, rarely a complaint and usually with a smile.

They were usually keen to open the batting or bowling or to keep wicket, which is encouraging

because it means they are eager to play and enjoying it.

Every member of the team had their special moment, whether it was hitting a 4, bowling the stumps

over, their first catch or a direct hit run out. Usually too much excitement.

Two important elements came out of the season.

● We saw an improvement in each and every player throughout the season.

● Secondly and most importantly, we saw all of the boys enjoy playing their cricket with the U9

Starc team.

Paul Garret – Coach

Louise Waland - Manager
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U9 Smith

What a great season it was for Under 9 Smith! With a

number of the boys already acquainted through School

or local sports such as Auskick and Rugby the team

gelled quickly. The boys were eager to don the whites

after a season (or two) of Milo In2Cricket and to

experience the type of cricket that they were used to

seeing played on the TV screen. 

The team started the season with much excitement,

learning about the game and key areas such as running

between the wickets and the art of over arm bowling.

For some this came naturally and for others it took

many hours of practice drills either at Hassell Park of a Friday evening or just knocking around in the

backyard with Mum and Dad. 

I am pleased to say that their commitment and hard work paid off with a dramatic improvement in all

areas of the game throughout the season thus finishing with a 10 and 4 winning record. The team

were raring to go after the Christmas break and did not drop a single game this year which was

testament to just how far their knowledge and skills had improved in the space of just a few months.

A big thank you to Andrew Stevenson for taking the time out of his already busy weekend schedule to

coach the team. His commitment and guidance were instrumental in teaching the boys the

fundamentals and for preparing them to step up to the Under 10's next summer. Special mentions to

Paul Foate for supplying his BBQ each week, to Tom Landgrebe for always putting his hand up to

score and to Lucinda Chapman/Graeme Booth for padding up the new batsmen.

On behalf of both Andrew and myself, a sincere thank you to all the parents for turning up to watch

their sons every weekend, for assisting with preparation of the many game day morning teas and the

all-important sausage sizzle! Finally, a big thank you to the boys, it was an absolute pleasure to

manage such a fine bunch of young cricketers this season and to watch them all enjoy Under 9's

cricket with their team mates.

I look forward to seeing you all next season. 

Graham Leslie - Manager
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U9 Johnson

The boys had an enjoyable season in Under 9 Johnson. The boys were all friends from school with

most new to cricket. There were many highlights for each team member as they developed and learnt

the game.

They played competitively but also played fair with a friendly spirit. All the parents helped out

fantastically with special mention to Steve for managing the team and communicating with the

parents.

William Gibb – Coach

U9 Lyon

U9 Lyon enjoyed a fantastic, adrenalin packed season with the players injecting a lot of energy and

enthusiasm into their cricket. My primary focus as coach was to involve all the players as much as

possible and ensure they had a fun, memorable season with a few lessons along the way. Fortunately,

we managed to notch up plenty of wins which helped fuel both the enthusiasm and fun. 

The team was a good mix of experience and new players made up mostly of boys from Corpus Christi

School with a few imports from neighbouring schools. The boys developed a strong camaraderie

during the season and played their matches in fine spirit. The improvement seen in every player over

the 2015/2016 season was notable and each team member deserves a special mention for their

effort and contribution to the success of their season.

Notable individual highlights of the season:

Caleb Ashton - Caleb is a great all rounder and a handy pace bowler who improved significantly with both bat

and ball during the season. Caleb took plenty of wickets when bowling straight with his pace attack and coupled

that with some solid batting. Caleb’s performance peaked on Saturday 28th November at Bryce Oval playing

with a straight bat and an outstanding bowling performance earning him player of the week. Caleb also took a

crucial run out against Gordon Red in late December. As one of the standout players in the team Caleb left a

hole when he sadly departed late in the season.
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Luke Austin - One of the star players of our season! Tenacious with bat and ball, Luke was hands down our

stand out player in both batting and bowling departments. Hitting a record number of sixes for the team and

showing strong leadership along the way, always staying positive and encouraging his fellow players. Luke’s

direct hit run out from the midfield in early February at St Ives Public against Gordon White was an absolute

crowd pleaser. He followed this up in the same game with a huge six over mid wicket earning him player of the

week. Nothing demonstrated Luke’s concentration and commitment to every delivery like watching him

steaming in at Balmoral Oval and clean blowing the opposition with the last ball of the game. A great role

model and exciting cricketer with huge potential.

Rama Balachandran - Rama was another star player of our season, at times showing incredible focus and

determination in the field. Rama made significant contributions with the bat and ball and almost closed out a

hat trick with his unorthodox bowling action early in the season. On Saturday 20th February at Balmoral Oval

we all watched on as Rama rose to a new level of commitment and focus, almost single handedly doing the

fielding and backing up every ball! He saved multiple boundaries and took a classic catch needing to move

forward and down in front of him. Rama was also an optimistic runner between the wickets! Rama often

demonstrated his late cut shot and aggressive pull shot to notch up boundaries. Another great role model and

example to the team. An exciting player to watch in the future.

Finlay Bragg - Fin is a young man with great enthusiasm for the game. His consistent spirit and determination

throughout the season saw his performances with bat and ball improve significantly over the period. On

Saturday 27th February at St Ives Public Fin played a cut shot through cover point for four which can only be

described as the shot of the season! Fin’s concentration in the field was a strength for the team and he never

missed a delivery whilst fielding. Fin also demonstrated strong running and calling in the middle. 

Luca Cheal - Luca made noticeable progress in all areas of his game through the season. He came good with his

batting and running between the wickets late in the season hitting several fours and getting into a run scoring

groove. Luca also proved to be a reliable wicket keeper and bowling straight contributed by taking a few wickets

with the ball as well.

Ronan Earle - Improved in bowling and batting through the season also starring at Balmoral Oval smashing a

few impressive fours. Ronan’s running between the wickets and his calling improved out of sight in the second

half of the season. Ronan’s bowling also got a lot straighter towards the end of the season. Stand out team

contributions from Ronan were his batting performance at Balmoral Oval and taking a caught behind at Bryce

Oval in late December.

Ryan Horan - Ryan showed promise with bat and ball and enjoyed a memorable knock when batting with Luca

late in the season. Ryan’s great shot selection with strong running and calling between wickets including a

boundary at the Spit Bridge oval won him player of the week. Besides being a reliable wicket keeper Ryan also

took his share of wickets notably early this year at St Ives public during a game when wickets were scarce!

Archie Jones - New to cricket and playing his first season, Archie started the year with a bowling action that

could best be described as a ‘chuck’ but finished the year with both a straight arm and mostly straight bowling.

The eventual breakthrough in Archie’s bowling came early this year against Lindfield earning him Player of the

week. Archie also has a good arm in the field and was instrumental in securing a number of run outs during the

season. Archie showed great enthusiasm and commitment on the field and most importantly he seemed to be

enjoying himself more and more as the season progressed.

Oliver Kerdic - Ollie often put his hand up to be the Keeper and took one of the few caught behinds’ later in the

season. Ollie also had some standout batting performances smashing noteworthy boundaries at Lane Cove and

Balmoral. Ollie is an excitable team player who often shone when least expected by taking wickets or catches in

the field.

Kiaan Malek - Showed determination and character on Saturday 6th February after taking a ball to the head

then responded by hitting his first ever boundary! The following week while walking out to bat he looked at me

and said it’s time to get angry’, referring back to the motivation that gave him his first boundary the previous

week. Kiaan played his cricket with great spirit. 
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Jackson Mcleod - Another stand out player, Jackson showed great leadership and a good head for cricket. One

of the more consistent players with good concentration on the field during most games. Jackson achieved many

firsts including direct hit run outs, catches, a caught and bowled, hitting a six late in the season and clean

bowling a few opponents. Jack’s bowling got straighter as the season progressed which saw him bowl two (back

to back) maiden overs including a wicket maiden. Jackson’s biggest team contribution came against Gordon at

St Ives Public in early February with a run out, caught and bowled plus a solid innings which included a four.

Lachlan Tannous - This guy plays backyard cricket with his older brothers and it shows! Another player who lead

with bat and ball throughout most of the season. He almost snatched a hat trick early in the season. Lachlan’s

all round stand out performance was against Lance Cove at Regimental Reserve in Feb this year where he took a

great catch, bowled a wicket maiden and put in a brilliant batting performance. I’ll never forget Lachan walking

off the pitch and an opposition Dad ran over to give Lachlan a hug congratulating him on an innings that won us

the game. Inspirational!

It has been an absolute pleasure to coach these boys and I hope they all continue with their cricket.

They have all had an outstanding season and should be proud of themselves. Trent and I would like to

thank all the parents for your contributions in scoring, umpiring and prepping the boys for their

innings. 

Kurt Hegetschweiler - Coach

U9 Hughes

Under the guidance of Master Steve and his padawans, Gaz and Daz, U9Hughes were transformed

from chuckers of tantrums and balls into a force to be reckoned with. It was so lovely to see cricket

being enjoyed at the junior level. I have had a super year bossing you all around as your manager.

Amy Marsden - Manager

U10 Hazlewood

The U10 Hazlewood cricket team consisted of 6

boys returning to the team (Hayden Dennis,

Oliver Hanson, Sanat Rana, Wil Stuckings,

Ishaan Thakur and Sam Wald) and 6 new

recruits (Jed Hawkins, Jake Kruger, Akhil

Venkatesh, Michael Wilkinson, Max

Woodhouse). This was the boys’ first season of

playing with a ‘hard’ cricket ball and the debut

season for Jed, Jake, Akhil and Max. The boys

brought a broad range of cricket experiences and skills to the first training session way back in mid

–September. The most pleasing aspect of the season was the improvement in everyone’s batting,

bowling and fielding as the season progressed – the progression after the Christmas break was

amazing. By the end of the season every boy had taken a wicket, scored some runs and just about

everyone had taken a catch and effected a runout – many with direct hits from the outfield!
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The boys were always enthusiastic and supportive of each other, freely offering constructive advice

and encouragement. They played competitively, celebrating success and appealing with passion, but

importantly they also played with fairness and a friendly spirit. And the best part of all was that in

their own way, all 11 players contributed to the team during the season. The team lost more games

than they won, but the improvement after Christmas enabled them to make it through the Plate Final

where they were beaten by a fellow St Ives team.

The season was a success for many reasons – a key one being the team spirit fostered by the high

level of interest and involvement of all the parents. There were always parents around to help out

with training and at the games. Special thanks to our umpires Tom Wald and Greg Wilkinson, and to

our full time scorer Craig Hanson.

Ben Dennis provided enthusiastic and passionate coaching, offering the right mix of encouragement,

technical advice, patience and pushing the boys to achieve what he knew they could. We will long

remember his impassioned instructions to back up whether running between wickets or in the field!!

The boys all had a brilliant season and should be very proud of themselves. Photo of the boys

celebrating a win at the best u10 cricket ground in Sydney!

Michael Stuckings – Manager

U10 Hughes

Congratulations U10 Hughes. What a fantastic

season! Last season we didn’t get our first win

until at least the 6th game or so, but this

season we were able to win more matches

than we lost and as a result were fortunate

enough to make it all the way to the Grand

Final. It’s incredible how the players have

developed and matured both as people and

athletes in the short space of (less than) a

year. And the improvement in their skills just

since the beginning of this season is also

amazing. All players have ended the season as much better bowlers, batters, and fielders – and their

confidence in the games has increased and they’re now enjoying their cricket a lot more. However,

what’s also important is that we’ve all grown together as a team, and the Hughes team spirit is

fantastic – both amongst the players and parents (without whose backup and support we couldn’t

have achieved what we did). Furthermore, each individual player did their very best in every game

and were always great sports and on their best behaviour no matter what happened – win or lose –

super batting or getting out – taking wickets as a bowler or getting smashed to the boundary – taking

blinder catches and throwing brilliant run-outs or dropping balls and throwing overthrows. The

players learnt what it means to be a part of a cohesive team – where the group synergies exceed the

sum of the skills of each individual player. Everyone encouraged everyone else and there was no
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“less-than-acceptable” behaviour towards other team mates or the opposition (our parents were

extremely well behaved too). If a player from the other team was hurt, the Hughes team would

without fail all run over to check whether the opposition player was OK. Winning at all costs each and

every time was certainly not the Hughes philosophy, and nor were intensive training drills – it’s all

about having fun and enjoying playing the game of cricket and hopefully improving skills at the same

time as a bonus. Our players have to learn and experience (as in life) that things don’t always turn out

as we would hope or might expect. And they took losses and unfortunate decisions on the chin,

picked themselves up and got on with the game. Ashley our coach did a fantastic job of encouraging

the boys and was never strict and never raised his voice, especially after getting out or misfielding

etc. That’s the spirit of cricket! The boys achieved what they did all on their own merits – the adults in

the wings merely provided the supporting infrastructure and environment – we didn’t play their

games for them – each win was collectively earned on the players’ own efforts. Once again

congratulations everyone in U10 Hughes and many thanks for an extremely enjoyable and

memorable 2015/16 season. Thanks too to everyone at the Club for all your support.

Graeme Thom - U10 Hughes Manager

U10 Hussey

Our U10 Hussey team was very lucky to

welcome back most of our players from last

cricket season, and to be joined by a few more

boys from St Ives Public School. Thanks to

wonderful coaching from Tom Millett the boys

quickly got a few wins on the board at the start of

the season, which gave everyone great

confidence. During the middle of the season the team had some very tough games & close losses, but

the boys fought back with 4 straight wins at the end of the season. After a cracking semi-final

performance, we made it to the Cup Finals in which the boys displayed great poise & sportsmanship

against a fellow St Ives U10 team. Our team reputation for a good sausage sizzle has not gone

unnoticed so a big thanks to Tim Dewhurst on continuous BBQ duty! It has been a brilliant season

with all the boys developing so many new cricket skills & we can’t wait to do it all again next season.

Thanks to all the parents & especially Coach Tom.

Sue Roche - Manager

U10 Nevill

We started the year with only two players having played cricket previously. Everyone was keen and

eager to learn the skills that they had started to develop through their backyard cricket games with

their other siblings.

All the boys enjoyed the season even though we suffered a few heavy defeats from teams that had

seasoned U/10 players. By the end of the year we had won a few of our games even though it may
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have been due to other kids filling in for us. I know the game results are not meant to matter but try

to telling nine year olds when they win not to get excited especially when they beat a better team,

which is what can happen in average cricket. The most pleasing outcome of the season was the

improvement made by all the players and the sportsmanship in which they played every game.

By the end of the season the bowling had improved the most out of all the elements of the game.

The percentage of balls that the boys were getting on the pitch by the end of the year would have

been closer to 50% compared to 25% at the start of the year. Lachlan and Andrew Bartlett were the

regular wicket takers with Lucas Ashington, Jeremy Prineas and Zeke Reynolds the biggest improvers

with their accuracy of bowling. The addition of Caleb Ashton after Christmas strengthened our

bowling attack taking a number of wickets.

The quality of fielding improved every match and by the end of the year catches were being held.

Matthew Stewart performed well as a wicket keeper throughout the season.

The batting came along way throughout the season with the number of runs off the bat and fours hit

increasing as the season went on. Tino Whooley and Hunter Wilson improved their batting

throughout the season hitting a number of fours. Whilst both Oliver Butler and Tom O’Carroll

demonstrated strong defensive batting techniques towards the end of the season.

Everyone had a go at wicket keeping through the season. I would like to thank all the additional

players that filled in for us throughout the season when we were short of players.

I would like to thank the manager Stephanie Whooley who did an unbelievable job throughout the

season managing the team, organising the batting and bowling orders, shuffling players around when

some were not available. And most of all her happy friendly nature kept the team spirits high. I hope

the boys enjoyed the season and they are keen to play again next year.

Quentin Stewart - Coach

U10 North

Angus Baxter - Our team spirit was made stronger by the constant support that Angus showed for his fellow

players. Throughout the season Angus gradually picked up his bowling pace and took plenty of wickets as a

result. We also saw lots of cracking shots from Angus this year who was possibly the team’s strongest hitter.

Mitchell Fisher - Was one of the team’s biggest wicket takers and kept a lot of pressure on batsmen with his

consistently straight line. Mitch was a strong onside batsman and developed a solid forward defensive shot that

meant he rarely got out. Mitch was also very engaged in the field and saved his team plenty of runs.

Rhys Pichler - Is one of our most improved team members. This was the first year that Rhys played cricket and

he turned out to be a great asset to the team. Rhys took several wickets, hit quite a few boundaries and always

demonstrated an attacking spirit in the field. Rhys also proved to be a handy wicket keeper and was not afraid

to stand up to the fast bowlers.

Scott Daniels - Scott's running between wickets was very aggressive and produced plenty of runs for his team.

His batting was strong on both sides of the wicket and he produced plenty of boundaries. Scott's bowling was
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super quick which resulted in a lot of wickets throughout the season, especially in the grand final where

knocked the stumps over 7 times.

Hamish Ranking - One of our bravest players who never takes a backward step. All of the parents enjoyed

watching his nicely floated bowls that almost always dropped at the feet of the batsmen. Hamish was very

difficult to get out and saved his team plenty of runs with clever shot selection.

Joel Christudoss - Joel started cricket this year and showed strong improvement. Joel was always good at

leaving the dangerous ball and became very hard to get out. Joel's bowling also improved dramatically with his

well floated deliveries putting pressure on the opposition.

Josh Bilney - Certainly our most improved bowler. Josh did very well with the heavier ball and rarely bowled any

extras. When Josh floated the ball up to the batsmen he took some terrific wickets. Josh also managed to

protect his stumps and took runs whenever a loose ball was bowled.

Chris Chappell - The overall improvement in the way that Chris played cricket this year was amazing. He hardly

bowled any extra's and took quite a few wickets with his much improved line. Chris managed to protect his

stumps and played several innings without getting out.

Lucas Van Bilsen - Picked up his bowling pace significantly this year. Lucas took plenty of wickets where the

stumps were knocked down due to his blistering speed. Lucas was always quick to pounce on any loose bowls

and is a strong leg side batter. Lucas was also one of our best fielders and probably the best keeper.

Luke Hulley - Luke was one of our top run scorers this year and his running between wickets was fantastic His

calling was so effective that his batting partners were never run out. Luke's bowling continued on from last year

and he pitched up the ball very well. Luke was also good for a boundary or two almost every time he batted.

James McGee - One of the quickest runners between wickets in the whole competition. James was extremely

hard to get out and he was one of the few batters that were strong on the off side. James started the season as

a good bowler and finished as a great bowler. Terrific line and length.

Tom Pennycook - Tom's biggest improvement was in the field where he took some great catches and stopped

plenty of boundaries. Top was always hungry for runs with the bat in hand and he proved very difficult to get

out. Tom hardly bowled any extras and took a number of wickets throughout the season. 

Michael Daniels - Coach

U10 Perry

2015/16 was the inaugural year that these boys were together as a team and, for a number amongst

them, this was their first season as players. They all deserve credit for their contributions and

improvement over the season – both as players and members of the team – and it was terrific to see

the boys pull off a couple of great wins…and a couple of narrow losses.

Importantly, all the little things which contribute to team spirit - such as celebrating wickets,

encouraging the bowler and being alert in the field - improved game-by-game across all players.

Each of the boys is well placed to move into next season and take their cricket to the next level

-whether by staying in the participation format or by stepping up to the traditional format - and they

all deserve a mention here.

Angus Edwards – Team Perry’s ‘Mitchell Johnson’ award winner for fiery left arm bowling and hard-hitting

batting. With buckets of potential Angus promises to come back next year with faster…..and more accurate

bowling…..as well as bigger hitting.
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Kai Tofler – Our ‘Adam Voges’ award for run accumulation. Kai was boy in Team Perry who embodied the spirit

of going about his business in the middle without fuss or fanfare and importantly, improved massively as the

season progressed.

Oliver Salmon – A confidence player when it comes to his bowling and a fearless batsman willing to take the

ball on his body if needed. But when it comes to fielding, watch out any batsman who takes a quick single on his

throws at the stumps. Oliver was the team’s ‘David Warner’ fielder of the year award winner.

Simon Greager - A pleasure to coach, technically gifted with the bat and equally happy bowling fast at the

stumps or keeping behind them, Simon was Team Perry’s Player of the Year.

Ethan McGarrick – Arguably our most accurate bowler and amongst the leading wicket takers for the season

and winner of this season’s ‘Glenn McGrath’ award for bowling. Definitely ready for the step-up to traditional

format next season.

Tom Hutchinson - although Tom was run-out a couple of times, he more than made up for it with sneaking

singles from good, loud quick calling. A good team player who could be relied upon to encourage his bowlers,

Tom won this season’s ‘Ricky Ponting’ award for running between wickets.

James Poulton - Powered on confidence – a ball on the stumps was followed by a 5 metre lengthening of his

run-up, a ball in the middle of his bat was followed up with a swashbuckling pull to the boundary. Amongst

Team Perry’s big improvers, James took this year’s ‘Shane Watson’ – form player award.

Dan Belzycki – Loved the feel of a new ball in his hand. A bowling work-horse for whom two overs was never

enough. Always chipping the coach for more overs, keen in the field and reliable with bat, Dan walked away

with this season’s ‘Josh Hazlewood’ up-and-comer award.

Aiden Hall - Keen for an edge over the competition - and vastly improved over the season in both bowling and

batting - Aiden tinkered and tinkered with his bowling action over the summer and took the ‘Max ‘Tangles’

Walker’ Award for bowling.

Ari Berman – As the season progressed, Ari believed less and less in dot-balls and found his voice in calling his

team-mates through for plenty of byes. Also very handy with a slinging right arm fast bowling action, Ari took

the Spirit of Cricket award for Team Perry.

Cai Berman - The other half of the Berman brothers duo, Cai progressed hugely over the season with the bat

and ball and was an enthusiastic barracker of his team. Along with his brother, he picked up the Waugh brothers

family legends award for 2015/2016.

Andrew Cunningham – Andrew learnt some good early lessons about what can happen when trying to smash

accurate bowling. As the season progressed, he impressed with his approach to batting warm up and his focus

on getting his eye on the ball and his bat over it in defence….and walked away with Team Perry’s Steve Smith

award for beautiful defensive stoke play.

From the manager and coaching team, a big thanks to the parent volunteers – the extra hands at

cricket training, the scorers, umpires and refreshment providers. You were all invaluable throughout

the season. To all the parents who committed their sons to the season thank you. We hope to see you

and the boys again next year.

Mark Hutchinson - Coach
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U10 Smith

U10 Smith was made up of all boys from

Corpus Christie. They were all good mates

from School so comradery and team spirit

was never an issue. They all had a ball during

the season and played all their matches in

fine spirit getting all the way through to a

grand final which is an achievement they

should all be proud of. The individual

highlights of the season were as follows:

Hunter T: Quality all-rounder that performed well

with Bat, Ball and in the field. Highlight of the season was a smashing innings in the semi-final against North

Sydney.

Sean M: Was one the most feared fast bowler in the competition, he was also the in the top 2 run scores for the

entire under 10 average competition. He had a great season.

Luke R: Luke was new to cricket this year but picked it up in a flash. Was a solid batman and very reliable right

arm medium pace bowler. He performed very well for his first year in the game.

Michael M: Michael had an awesome season. He was (with Sean) in the top 2 run scorers for the entire

competition which is a great effort. He also had a solid year with the ball and in the field. He was one of the big

improvers during the season due to plenty of backyard practice with the coach!!

Joel L: One of the most fluent lightning fast bowlers in the competition. Rivalled Sean for speed week in and

week out. Joel developed a nice outswinger throughout the course of the season. He also improved his batting

and was responsible for plenty of direct hit runouts.

Joe K: Another big improver throughout the season, Joes batting bowling and fielding came on in leaps and

bounds. His season was slightly hampered by a broken arm. His season highlight was a great batting

performance in the final where he took the long handle to the opponents.

Tommy S: Very solid all-rounder. Batted well throughout the season and did not give his wicket away lightly.

Bowled nice medium pace outswingers all year and collected plenty of wickets.

Lucas B: It was Lucas’s first year of cricket and he picked up the game quickly. Turned into a good right hand

boundary hitting batman and a solid medium pace bowler.

Max S: Max was the spiritual leader of the team and was always revved up come Saturday morning. He showed

huge improvement this season. His batting was dynamic at times finding the boundary of numerous occasions

(he was not a fan of the quick single). His bowling also improved throughout the season and was handy with the

gloves when called upon.

Charlie M: In the McKay tradition bowled leg spin like his father and uncle (only left handed). Bowled some

great spells throughout the season deceiving the batman with spin and flight. His bowling was often too good

to get wickets! Batted well at times and did a good job with the gloves.

Kurt H: Kurt carried on from last year. Batted well and bowled a very useful mix of left arm spin and medium

pace bowling picking up plenty of wickets throughout the season. His keeping though was one of the highlights

of the season; he is a real natural with the gloves.

Also I would like to thank Anthony Tannous and Peter Heal for their umpiring throughout the season.

They both did a great job. Ingrid did a great job as manager organising the batting / bowling orders as

well as other management duties. The season ran like clockwork. As coach I had a great time

coaching the kids and got plenty of enjoyment seeing them all improve throughout the year.
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Kris Mason - Coach

U10 Starc

Season 2015/16 defied all expectations, with

only the one loss (the “loss we had to have”)

just weeks out from the finals series. And this

only served to shake the boys up, ensuring

that they well and truly came home with a wet

sail to take out both the minor premiership

and the title!

The team decision to play one more season of

participation cricket was certainly vindicated,

with all 14 boys (including our 5 fantastic

newcomers) significantly increasing their skills in the field, with the bat, and with the ball. And at this

age it really is time out in the middle that fosters such development, and for which we can thank the

participation format for providing. For over the course of the season each of our boys faced an

average of 51 overs (median 51), and bowled an average of 25 overs (median 26) – remarkably

consistent regardless of player ability – such that everyone got the opportunity to work on their

game. We are so proud therefore to be able to bring the David McKay Shield home where it belongs,

in honour of our soon-to-be retired club president who championed this new form of competition for

the district’s U10s.

The boys really worked hard on their fielding at the start of the season, and it was in this least

appealing (to 9-year-old boys!) and so often neglected part of the game that the team really shone,

with some of our close victories coming down to just a few spectacular catches and astonishing

direct-hit run outs. Krish Tandon led the way with an amazing 15 catches, followed by Josh Riddle also

reaching double figures with 10.

But as the season went on, individual bowling and batting efforts came to the fore. Ewan Allabush

was the leading run-scorer for the second consecutive season with 169, followed closely behind by

Krish with 141 and Oliver Webber with 116. And honourable mentions go to both Oliver (116.00) and

Josh (101.00) for their Bradmanesque batting averages.

Brendan Milner had an amazing debut season coming in as second highest wicket-taker with 13, with

Rhys Von Thien and Tom Johnston both nipping at his heels with 12. For Tom this wonderful

achievement – combined with striking improvements in his batting, fielding and overall confidence –

makes him our team’s worthy nominee for the President's Encouragement Award. But as our leading

wicket-taker with 16 to his name, Krish is U10 Starc’s truly deserved Player of the Year.

Special mention too for Oliver Webber as our selection for the Best Team Player Award. Oliver is the

classical quiet achiever, yet a player whose skills inspire others, and whose own high expectations

drive a fierce determination. Never missing a game, never failing to turn up to training, and always
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taking the time to work through his weaknesses, Ollie is a pleasure to coach. And most important of

all he is the definitive team player. Once again a massive thanks to all of our parents, without whom

none of this would be possible. As the seasons go by the demands only get higher, with mums and

dads being sent off for umpire and scorers courses, bringing the boys along for extra training sessions,

and needing to supply increasingly greater number of sausages (and they’re not even teenagers yet).

And a special mention again to our BBQ maestro Fraser Hamilton – your efforts certainly do not go

unnoticed.

So now it’s time to turn our attentions to the traditional format … bring on season 2016/17!

Players: Ewan Allabush, Vyom Arora, Calan Engelbrecht, Angus Hamilton, Thomas Johnston, Brendan

Milner, Callum Parkinson, Josh Riddle, Krish Tandon, Luke Thompson, Angus Till, Rhys Von Thien,

Calum Watson, Oliver Webber.

Benson Riddle - Coach

John Thompson - Manager

U10 Clarke

What an outstanding season for the boys who were playing their first season of "out and you're out"

cricket, culminating with a magnificent victory in the

Grand Final against the previously unbeaten

Mosman Gunners.

The team quickly established itself as one of the

strongest in the competition with regular convincing

efforts except when being comprehensively

defeated by the Mosman Gunners, which was a

good learning experience for the boys. Losing a

game of cricket ain't that bad! And clearly the Clarke

boys were very keen to atone for their defeat

against Mosman by saving their best effort of the

season for the Grand Final. It is worth commending

the boys for their great team effort in the Grand Final with a very strong bowling and fielding

performance. Importantly both teams played the game with great spirit and sportsmanship which

Team Clarke did throughout the season.

Our team enjoyed great support from their parents and families including a regular strong support

crowd and bacon/sausage sandwiches between innings. A special thanks to Viny Mistry for the BBQ

effort.

From a coaching perspective, the great attribute of this team is having a large group of genuine

all-rounders who can make 20 runs or take a couple of wickets on any given day. Every player

contributed throughout the season and all showed terrific improvement. On the batting front the top

scorers in the regular season were Elliot Kerr (280 including a game saving 26 in the GF), Charlie Helps
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(234), Benji Cole (163). The top wicket takers were Elliot Kerr (22), Charlie Helps (16), Aidan Campbell

(10). Zac Larratt developed into a very good wicket keeper saving many runs and taking some great

catches. But as mentioned above there were contributions across the team throughout the season

including very strong all round performances from Jasper Melville, Adam Scott and Toby Loebel. Ryan

Mistry, Ethan Habben and Tom Pullen were all great improvers through the season and each of them

had success with making a big score or taking multiple wickets in a game.

Thanks to Andrew Larratt for helping with coaching duties and to Matt Cole and Jonathan Helps for

umpiring and to Brad Campbell and his team of scoring assistants including Dylan Campbell, Jono

Cole, Mack Helps, and Aaron Kerr.

Trent Loebel - Coach

Richard Melville - Manager

U10 Haddin

The 2015/2016 was a huge year for the U10 Haddin side with a number of new boys (in Nick, Zach &

Ary) as well as number that had worked hard in the off season to make the huge step up to

traditional, "out means out" cricket. 

We started in Division 2 but after four very strong wins, the U10 Haddin team was promoted to the

Div 1 competition. The standard was very strong and despite a loss in our first "welcome to 1st grade"

game, the boys dug in, trained hard and in the end proved they deserved to compete at the highest

level. 

This hard work meant we came away with a very respectable 9 wins, 7 losses and 1 draw against

Gordon Blue (our Semi's competitor) which included a couple of the losses while we were a number

of boys down with non-cricket related injuries!

Throughout the season we had our share of diamond ducks, dropped catches and close games that

did not go our way but the team’s camaraderie and sportsmanship was great throughout the season

and through the tough times, the spirit of cricket prevailed.....

We also became well known in our division for our St Ives "members" shelter, the smell of sizzling

sausages and a great crowd of family, friends and pets cheering the team on through thick and thin. 

With the season coming to an end, we had all members of the team take at least 2 wickets, with 8

taking over 5 wickets in the season. We also have 9 boys who scored over 50 runs, X that got to 100

and 9 boys that either took a catch or a run out during the season....

A great team effort. 

Katherine Stevenson - Manager
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U11Warner

This season, the U11 kids were given the

option of playing the traditional “Out and

you’re Out” format or a slightly revised

“Participation” format. My son played the

traditional format last year and the

participation format the previous year but we

made the choice of playing the 15/16

season in the Participation championship.

I can honestly say that it was the right

choice, not only does the participation

format give everyone the same time at the

crease but it really does make for some

nail-biting matches. For those unfamiliar with this format, the final team’s score is made up of the

number of runs made (including extras) and added to this is the number of wickets taken when

bowling multiplied by 5. There were matches where it was neck and neck right up to the last few

balls.

The U11 Warner side got off to a great start with strong involvement from many of the parents which

was really encouraging. We missed out on a suitable Hassall park training slot but thanks to Tracy, we

were offered the St Ives Primary grounds and nets which worked out beautifully except for the

nesting plovers that caused some excitement for the first few weeks.

Most of the boys knew one another from St Ives North Primary and quickly formed into a really good

team. Looking back at the season now, it was a delight to see the tremendous improvement in both

skill levels and game discipline by the boys. Bowling in particular was something we worked really

hard at and we saw the number of no-balls and wides steadily decrease over the course of the

season. A huge thank-you to Dave Kneeshaw our head coach, ably assisted by Andrew Weir for

working with our boys and honing their skills over the season. Practices were well organized and well

run and really benefitted thanks to unbelievable participation by many of the dads.

The downside of the U11 participation format was that there weren’t that many teams playing so we

got to play all the teams several times over the season. The upside was that we could easily

benchmark our performance against known opposition sides. Our number one foe was the dreaded

Jack Sparrow Pirates from Hunters Hill who were a class act and ruthless on the field. Their bowling

and fielding was superb and they had some batsmen who could quite likely play for Australia one day.

Our first match against them ended up in an 81 point differential leaving us wounded but determined

to improve. Over our next 2 matches against the #1 side, we reduced our losing margin to 50 and

then 31.

The semi-final against Pirates Mariners was a match that we weren’t expecting to win, we had not

been able to beat them all season. Our boys dug deep, were disciplined in the field, bowled

exceptionally well and batted superbly losing only 6 wickets and scoring I think the first 6 of the

season. We clipped the mariners at the post, beating them by 2 runs, St Ives Warner was on fire and

our confidence levels were at an all-time high. When we realised we were playing the dreaded Jack

Sparrow Pirates in the final we could have panicked but we didn’t, we treated the final just like an
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ordinary match. I myself was travelling overseas the day of the final and was kept up to date on the

progress by sms whilst on the way to the airport and waiting in the departure lounge.

We won the toss and elected to field first, the correct decision on a slow field thick with dew. I was

amazed to see a steady fall of wickets and a relatively low run rate. The messages were coming thick

and fast from several parents (thanks everyone) and continued till the drinks break during the 2nd

innings when I had to switch to flight mode. Some 14 hours later, arriving in LA after an unpleasant

and uncomfortable flight I turned my phone on and received word that we had beaten the Jack

Sparrow Pirates with Josh Helman hitting a 6 of the last ball to win by 7 runs.

Once again a special thank-you to Dave Kneeshaw and Andrew Weir for coaching, to Peter Boase and

Dave Helman for doing most of the scoring, to Ryan and Graeme for assisting me with umpiring. …I

can’t wait for next season

Dave Cole – Manager

U11 Starc

The young men of Under 11 Starc had a tremendous season. Our two main criteria we set for the

season to measure success by was 1. The boys improve their cricket and 2. Have fun!

The yardstick for measuring these, in the end was quite simple, as we played the undefeated Minor

Premiers and eventual runners up, Mosman, in both the 1st game of the season and our final game of

the season, the 1 v 4 Semi Final. The difference between these 2 games in skills, intensity, passion,

team spirit, spirit of cricket and desire to win was quite Starc (pun intended). Mosman’s coach and

several parents openly commented on the noticeable improvement by the boys, giving them their

toughest and closest game of the year to date. I honestly believe the boys showed the way for

Gordon to be able to see Mosman were not unbeatable, so in some small way we share in their

premiership!

The team finished the season very strongly, losing only 1 regular season match post-Christmas,

winning two of those before the 2nd innings drinks break. This meant the boys finished in 4th place

on the ladder, which is an outstanding achievement, in a pretty highly skilled field.

As a collective, the team played for each other and competed hard. As individuals, the boys did their

best to help the team succeed.

A huge thank you to all parents/grand-parents/helpers. Providing sustenance via fruit and sugar hits,

helping the boys pad up, throw downs, scoring, umpiring, ferrying the boys to training and games and

enthusiastic and positive support at all times. A massive thank you. To Trent & Martyn for assistance

in preparing the boys for game day, and Trent in particular for managing the logistics behind the

scenes. Trent could organize for Australia!!

Team Members

Joel Austin – After a slow start to the season, Joel showed his class and natural ability. Topping both the batting

and bowling statistics, Joel is an integral member and leader in the team.

Harry Bragg – Harry has great enthusiasm in the field and is always encouraging of his team mates. Harry had

made several important contributions, particularly against both Gordon teams.

Jack Cummins – Jack showed great improvement in his cricket this year, in all facets of batting, bowling, keeping

and fielding. Jack has great promise with his leg spin.
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Ethan Dobson – Ethan is a fantastic team player. When asked to do actions that benefited the team he did it

with a smile on his face. His actions were very much appreciated by his team mates.

Ryan Frykberg – This was Ryan’s 1st season of Cricket. Ryan started the season leading the way with his

bowling, and was a regular opening batsman by the end of it. Great start to his cricket career.

Lance Haffenden – Lance had a tremendously consistent season. Whenever called upon to bat in a crisis,

bowling or keeping, he did all to a very high standard. Uses his height when fast bowling to great effect.

Alex Holland – Alex’s bowling in particular improved tremendously as the season progressed. A great pair of

hands and strong arm makes him great to have in the field. A leader in the team with great enthusiasm.

Hugh McDonald – Hugh is the Mr. Reliable of the team. Adaptable with his batting depending on the game

situation and bowling fantastic out swingers. An important team member in the field, and leadership.

Alex Palme – This year was also Alex’s first year of competitive cricket. Alex’s bowling was very effective in both

taking wickets and drying up the runs. Fielding improved well throughout the season with a crucial catch and

great run out in the semi-final.

Pat Royal – Pat was the big improver in the team. Everything Pat did was with a big smile on his face, enjoying

his cricket. To see Pat charging in off a long run in the last game of the season was tremendously satisfying.

Charlie Schell – Charlie is an important member of the bowling attack. Charlie bowled early in the innings,

developing an ability to swing the ball both ways. Enthusiastic in the field with a great arm.

Will Slocombe – Will did a fantastic job of opening the batting. Played several really important innings under

pressure that led the way for the team. Did a great job of laying a foundation to allow the bowling attack to get

the teams several big wins.

Trent Austin - Manager

Brad Holland – Coach / Martyn Slocombe - Assistant Coach

U11 Clarke

U11 Clarke had a very enjoyable season. The boys’ improvement from the start of the season was

very impressive. The thing the boys should be most proud of was their sportsmanship. Clarke U11

didn’t win many games, often only losing by a few runs, which included their final, but the team

never complained or got disheartened. Each week the whole team would show up and give their all.

U11 Clarke was a very good team in the field. On numerous occasions they bowled their opposition

out. Bowling was key in each game with a number of the players developing very impressive actions.

The boys looked great in the field with some spectacular catches and run outs being made. 

The season started slowly but by the fourth round we were in a winning way. We managed to capture

a few more wins and many close finishes.

A special thanks to Geoff Massey, our coach and our assistant manager, Amy Marsden for their time

and dedicated to the team. Also thanks to Dirk, Joel and Mark for their help with the coaching. Thank

you to the parents who scored each game and the parents that umpired. Finally, I am sure all the boys

would like to thank their parents and supporters for coming along each week to encourage and cheer

the team on.

The team was made up of Anqi Wang, Ethan Heslop, Hayden Kee, Jack Massey, James Fitzgerald,

James Wiryadi, Jesse Lourens, Josh Lourens, Matthew Johnson, Rafe Morcom, Rory Marsden, Ryan

Hutton and Sushan Seneviratne.
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Julie Inyenger – Manager

Geoff Massey – Coach

U11 Pattinson

The U11 Pattinson team had 11 boys returning from last season and 2 new boys joining the team,

there was a great team spirit and the boys really improved over the season on the cricket field!

The challenge for the boys this year was going from participation in U10 to the U11 Div 2

competition. The boys more than held their own and the improvement (and confidence) the boys

showed as the season went on was highlighted by their results.

Our season was a mixed one where we won the key games but lost a couple of games we should have

won. We won more than we lost but the game was always played in the right spirit and every single

player contributed with bat, ball and words of encouragement to their friends. In the end, we finished

strongly with 6 wins from our last 9 games including a very close final. Nerves got the better of the

boys in a low scoring final but the biggest plus was for the team to believe and almost defend a total

of 59 through some fantastic fielding and bowling.

We notched up our highest ever score of 210 for 6 vs North Sydney but fought hardest vs “Mosman in

the final having been bowled out for just 59 runs. We ended up at number 7 in the ladder at the end

of the competition rounds.

Overall, I think everyone played to the best of their ability and most importantly all players were

given equal opportunities to bat and bowl during the season. This allowed some of our less skilled

players to rise to the occasion and show us what they could really do. It was great to watch. They

really enjoyed playing with each other and were genuinely excited for their team mates when they

did well, and were supported them when they didn’t have such a good day There was a fantastic

overall improvement in the boy’s bowling from the beginning to the end of the season. In addition to

increasing their pace, a few of the boys are now able to swing the ball and most regularly bowl a good

line and length. Our fielding has also improved tremendously and the old adage of ‘catches win

matches’ held in the second half of the season where we won every game where we tool the

chances.

Special thanks must go to Wad for the co-coaching and his dedication made it very easy to manage

the team. Many thanks to the core group of dad’s who volunteered to act as regular umpires (Andy

Collins and Steve Calder) and scorers (Geoff Wadeson). It has been a pleasure to manage this team,

thanks to families for getting your sons to the practices/matches on time and everyone should be

proud of their achievements and progress through the season.

Lastly, thanks to the club and people who keep us informed, kitted-out and keeping the SIJCC gears

turning so well. Good luck for next year.

Chris Poulton - Manager / Coach

Wad McKasah - Co-Coach
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U11Watson

The U11 Watson team has had a challenging but exciting time. All ingredients were there for a perfect

cricket season:

- A great committed coach, with his love and knowledge of cricket as well as his coaching

experience delivering great explanations, tips, tactics and discipline

- 13 boys who all know each other but also respect each other (no arguments/ fighting), all from

year 4 in the same school

- boys who care and want to win (with sulking faces when they lose)

- boys who have mixed skills but all progressing

- parents who are committed, on time every week and watching the game (with a bit of chatting)

- a pool of motivated volunteers in scorers and umpires

- an organised manager

- great equipment and support from the club, a brilliant bowling machine (even if Mike Hussey

was not coming with it for each booking) and a full and heavy kit bag

- diverse and structured training sessions every week

- so many near winning games which convince us that cricket can be intense and thrilling

- Some exhilarating emotions when taking a wicket on the opening ball

- A good dose of disappointment and frustration

- Quite a few injuries: fingers, wrists, arms absolutely critical to play cricket.

- A Sydney sixers superstar of the week award: Rhys Edwards

- A committed team player despite his broken arm, who won the spirit of cricket Nilgiri award

The team did not lose motivation even at the end of the season, with no victory. Most importantly,

the boys enjoyed their cricket and had fun with their mates. Regardless of the outcomes of the

matches, the boys have learnt a lot about sport, cricket and life this season.

Marjorie Taylor - Manager

U12 Starc
T

his year's U12 Starc was a newly formed team made up of mates from a few teams from previous

seasons as well as school teams. The majority of the boys were playing up an age group, but with the

enthusiasm and passion they all had for cricket, we felt we would be fielding a competitive team most

weeks. and the coaches thought a top half of the table finish was a real possibility.

 

As the season progressed, it was apparent the boys were coming together very well as a cricket team

and we had the luxury of every boy being able to make 30 runs, take wickets and take catches. We

reset our sights on a top four finish as we had only two defeats in the first half of the season - both

times we played below our capability.

 

Coming in to Christmas, the team continued to win games but a long school term and the upcoming

holidays resulted in the boys not playing their best but for the most part still being able to win games.

But, each week several boys would stand up and lead the results, and this kept us on our winning

ways.
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After the Christmas holidays, however, the boys really hit their straps. A fortunate washout versus

Gordon Red in the first game back was the only slight hiccup in what ended up being a flawless run to

the finals. This momentum built with an enormous win over Lindfield Harvey where the boys posted

280 runs in the 32 overs, then a very good result the following week over North Sydney Black (where

six of North Sydney's cricket balls ended up in Sydney Harbour!) taking us to a must win game against

West Pymble who had beaten us earlier in the season. The fielding performance of U12 Starc that day

was nothing short of outstanding keeping a team who would normally score 150+ to only 116 which

was easily chased down by our batters - this win all but secured the Minor Premiership. 

 

We then went in the semi-finals having to play Lindfield Hussey who had also beaten us earlier in the

season. Another flawless display in the field meant the 143 runs we had posted batting first, was

never in doubt having them all out for 88 in the 25th over. Now on to the Grand Final against Gordon

Red. The game was played on a neutral ground at Woolwich and at the highest level of both skills and

sportsmanship with both teams displaying why they were considered the best two teams in the

competition. Gordon got off to a flyer in the first 10 overs with a 200+ score looking very possible.

The St Ives boys stuck to the game plan, picked up wickets, slowed their big hitters but we still had to

chase a significant 175 for victory. Gordon put on their two super quick opening bowlers, and after 4

overs we were 0-10, but then our openers took advantage of loose bowling and got us to 59 after 10

overs when the first wicket fell. From then on, it was a display of mature batting that kept us on or

slightly above run rate, and with two overs and two balls to spare, St Ives hit the winning runs to win

by five wickets! 

 

The success for the year, where the team only lost two games throughout the entire season, was as a

result of the boys turning up to training every week with a positive attitude and love of the game. In

many cases, training would be to spend up to an hour and a half just doing fielding drills - they didn't

always enjoy them, but they were considered the best overall fielding team in the competition and

this won us many games.

 

The most pleasing aspect of the season was the way the boys went about their cricket. They bonded

very quickly and it was clear they were playing as a team from very early in the season with no one

playing for personal statistics. They were extremely good sportsmen on the field and off, and many of

the opposition coaches would comment on both their skills and behaviours which made our coaches

and the parents justifiably proud.

 

Thanks should go to all the parents (and several grandparents!) for shuttling the boys around and

supporting the team every week as well as working through the BBQ duties to keep the boys (and the

coaches!) sustained through the afternoon. Also a huge thank you to all of those parents who

volunteered to umpire throughout the season (there was a collective sigh of relief when NSJCA

appointed an independent umpire to the Grand Final!). There was a fantastic culture amongst the

parents, which helped to translate into a strong team culture.

I will not single out any boy's performance as throughout the year we had 11 kids turn up to play

cricket every week with a smile on their face, and then go on to contribute - every week we had
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different standout performers and every week we had a cricket team who supported each other, and

that made coaching this team an absolute pleasure! Congratulations to Lachie Bill (c), Chris Beeton,

Luke Hedley, Nick Apps, Will Elliott, Wil Kennedy, Alex Rammesmeyer, Johnny Fourie, Matt Miller,

Harry Miller, Jakob Biet and Oli Sved – Minor Premiers and U12 Division 1 Champions 2015/16!!!!

Tony Bill - Manager

U12 Clarke

Our team this year was predominately the team

from U/11 Clarke from last year with some

additional players. The additional players fitted

into the team extremely well and the team

gelled together from the first game. It was great

season making the Plate final after losing most

of our games prior to Christmas. We also lost

one of our players Tom Coughlin due to health

issues early in the season and Kaif Hussain just

after Christmas due to study commitments.

By the end of the year we had won games against teams higher on the ladder than us and had wash

outs against teams lower on the ladder than us. The most pleasing outcome of the season was the

improvement made by all the players and the sportsmanship in which they played every game. After

Christmas we were competitive in every game even though we didn’t win all of those games.

By the end of the season the bowling had improved the most out of all as it was our strength come

the semi-finals. The wickets were shared around the team this year with Max Guilday coming out on

top of the wicket tally with a late surge at the end of the season. Jordan Iyengar, Matt Pearson, and

Adrian Rutz all did well in the wicket tally.

The quality of fielding improved every match and by the end of the year the backing up was a strong

point of our fielding. The wicket keepers did a great job behind the stumps with Alex Guilday leading

the way with great support from Adam Watson and Justin Hirsch.

The batting was not our strong point throughout the season with a lack of strong partnerships at

critical times. Josh Gooderick lead the way with a great season with bat getting above 450 runs and

was supported well by Anthony Bartlett. Occasionally the other batsmen were chipping in with some

30s and other valuable contributions.

I would like to thank the managers Lisa Hirsch and Julie Iyengar for sharing the duties as required. The

parents were great all season assisting with the umpiring (Ro Iyengar, Evan Watson, Troy Rutz, Bryan

Pearson, Simon Gooderick) and scoring (Lisa and Greg Hirsch, Mick and Cath Guilday, Simon

Gooderick and Bryan Pearson). The weekly team BBQs was a feature of great team environment and

every week we had a large support group come along to cheer the team on.
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Especial thanks goes to U11 Clarke team who provide players week in week out to help make up the

numbers. Joel Austin and Lance Haffenden played the most game included the semi and final

contributing to the team’s success. Also thanks to Ryan Frykberg, Alex Holland, Hugh McDonald, Will

Slocombe and Jack Cummins for filling in. Lachlan Bartlett also filled in one game to give us our 11

players.

It was a pleasure to coach such a good group of boys throughout the season. The boys were

unfortunate not to win the Plate Final but put a massive fight. I hope the boys enjoyed the season

and they are keen to play again next year.

Steven Bartlett - Coach

U12 Ponting

Although some had played together in previous years, U12 Ponting was a newly formed squad this

season. But regardless of their cricketing ability or whether they were school mates or not, this group

of players quickly became a team, urging on stronger players and encouraging weaker players from

the boundary or on the field.

The boys’ confidences grew as the season

progressed and, as more and more matches were

played, it was great to see the players calling

between the wickets, sliding the bat over the

crease and walking in with the bowler (sometimes

even without a reminder from the coach).

The 2015/2016 U12 Ponting squad comprised of

Luke Bain, Lachlan Hammersley, Jackson Hawkins,

Rhys Johnson, Daniel Nuich, Joe Nuich, Jack Parry,

Sam Payne, James Phipson, Angus Rowe and

Christopher Yanco, with some skillful assistance from Asher Hammersley when we were short a

player. Every player’s contribution was important – every dive to save a boundary, every dot-ball and

every quick throw to the keeper. After the normal competition rounds, the top run-scorers where

Jack Parry (210), Christopher Yanco (206) and Rhys Johnson (187). The top wicket takers were

Christopher Yanco (15), Daniel Nuich (11) and Jack Parry (10).

The fact that so many parents were available to help score, to umpire, to keep the supply of fruit and

lollies flowing and provide valuable support and cheering from the boundary rope every week, made

each fixture a pleasure. A big thanks to you all!

Of all the parents, only one was on duty every training session and every Saturday morning – we all

really appreciate Coach Gavin Parry who went above-and-beyond the call of duty with his training

session preparations and match-day plans. Your efforts, Gav, paid off by the marked improvement of

so many of the players. A special word of thanks also to Warren Phipson for assuming a large chunk of
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the umpiring and coaching assistant responsibilities. Dave, Tracy and all the club officials deserve a

big ‘thank you’ for keeping us informed, kitted-out and keeping the SIJCC gears turning so well.

The biggest thanks goes to the players for their commitment to the team and an enthusiasm that

couldn’t be quenched, no matter what the score sheet was showing. So well done U12 Ponting boys –

you did us proud! See you in the 2016/2017 season.

Craig Johnson - Manager

U12 Lyon

A challenging season for the U12 Lyon team ended in triumph as the boys dug deep in the final game

of the season to lift the Div 1 Vase and end on a winning note. Unfortunately, there hadn't been many

wins prior to that - one to be precise - but more importantly a great group of boys gelled and

improved as cricketers, and had lots of great moments. There wasn't a player in the team that at

some point in the season didn't excel with either bat or ball, and in truth the results on many

occasions didn't reflect some very good performances. Most of all the lads played every game in the

right spirit and backed each other to the hilt no matter what. And in doing that the boys were backed

up every week by a sizable parent contingent that were full of encouragement. 

Paul McDonnell - Manager

U12Warner

Pride and respect. From start to finish, this was the team ethos and this is what won them the

Division 2A Cup Final. The fact that nine of previous season’s players returned to the fold not only

provided a superb springboard for this campaign, it also demonstrated the buy-in to Coach Kev’s

approach. In the words of the defeated Roseville coach following the final, it was a pleasure to watch

how much the Warner boys had grown, matured and improved as cricketers and sportsmen during

the course of the season.

With only three new players, Warner opened the season brightly with four comfortable wins from

their first five games, the defeat a close-run affair heading into the final over.

But then the Spring rains took their toll. While other teams managed to play out results, Warner

succumbed to the storms on two successive weekends. After that, they lost their mojo.

Four back-to-back defeats knocked the boys sideways and they struggled to rediscover their

momentum.

Although they secured a double against anchormen Lindfield Taverners just before the Christmas

break, another enforced hiatus knocked the Warner boys off their stride.

Resuming in January, they were thwarted by the rain once again, resulting in their third drawn match

and more hiccups. Having not had enough time in the middle, Warner’s confidence was foundering

and three more defeats followed.
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Coach Kev had made it clear to players and their families alike, that each of the boys needed to be

given their opportunity in different positions in the field and batting order. By January, each had

found their niche and this was the time to step up and prove that they deserved their rank.

While the first few results did not go our way, Coach Kev always knew the performance was waiting

to emerge – and so it did.

In the last round of the regular season, it all came good. Roseville Raptors, who had smashed over

200 runs against Warner earlier in the season and won by 50 runs, were gunning for a top four finish

when the teams reconvened at Bryce Oval. Batting first, Roseville lost a wicket to the first ball of each

of the first three overs and were all out for 112 in the 19th over. Warner knocked those off with 12

overs to spare for the loss of four wickets. This was the team performance that we had all seen in

training and knew the boys had the potential to produce. They dominated in every aspect of the

game.

Warner’s sixth-place finish in the league ladder brought up a Cup semi-final against Gordon White.

Warner had won the fixture comfortably in the first half of the season, but struggled before the rains

came in the rematch at Bales Park. A little wary returning to Bales Park for the play-off, Warner soon

brushed that aside with another comprehensive victory, thanks largely to the clinical fielding and

bowling.

The Cup Final at Edenborough Park was a great spectacle with both teams performing superbly in the

heat. Roseville put on a challenging 6-162 in their allotted overs and their challengers’ heads

dropped. The Warner boys needed a sharp pep talk to lift their spirits going into bat. Excellent

teamwork reaped the victory, with Warner claiming the medallions with five overs to spare.

This was a team effort. There were several individual accolades during the season, none of which

would have been possible without the backing of the team as a whole. Their respect for one another,

the umpires, the coach and manager and their ardent supporters was without fault and their good

humour, dedication and commitment to training and was an inspiration.

St Ives 12s Warner: Ben Bragg, Kieran Brennan, Ronan Brennan, Henry Day, Angus Fraser, Hamish

Hole, Dylan Johnson, Arthur Lockyer, Charlie Recchia, Sebastian Reynolds, Ishaan Singh Rana, Arjun

Sukumaran. With thanks to James Wiryadi, Hayden Yee and Sushan Seneviratne, who stepped up

when we were down. Coach: Kevyn Lockyer. Manager: Gabi Lockyer

Gabrielle Lockyer – Manager
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U13Warner

The most pleasing aspect of the U13 Warner

season was the development of the boys. Two

seasons ago the boys were playing in the U11

Div 2 competition and the improvement over

the last two seasons - both individually and as a

team - has seen them win the U13 Div 1

competition this season!

There is a great team spirit amongst the boys.

We have no stars in this team but 13 boys who

love playing cricket and turn up each week to

give their best and play with their mates. Throughout the season all the boys contributed at various

times and it really was a team effort to get to the final.

In previous seasons our bowling was our strength and the ability to defend small totals was great.

However, this season a number of boys have improved their batting technique and stepped up to

make runs when it mattered. Shaun, Yianni, Ben, Dan, Stevie, Harry, Olly & Aidan all scored runs for

the team when it mattered. Congratulations to Ben on his 50 not out in the semi-final and for being

the team’s leading run scorer. Dan also played some great innings and liked to score his runs quickly

which certainly put pressure on the opposition’s bowlers! It was also great to see Ayush score the

winning runs (with only 1 wicket in hand) in the final game of the regular season that moved the

team into the top four! Once again our fielding was excellent throughout the season. The standard in

the field was set by our three wicket-keepers - Harry, Aidan and Stevie. All took catches behind the

wicket, as well as a stumping, and helped with numerous run outs. Every single player either took a

catch or was involved in getting the team a run out through the season. As a team, the boys took the

majority of chances that were created.

We have a very strong bowling unit with all the boys taking multiple wickets this year. Dylan and

Adrian bowled very well and were unlucky not to get more wickets with their pace and swing often

making them unplayable. Ayush continued his improvement with the ball, as did Jaiden, Ari and Olly

with all the boys getting valuable top order wickets when it mattered. Ari is getting quicker each week

while Olly & Jaiden bowl a good line and length. Yianni’s leg spin also continued to improve and saw

him finish second highest wicket taker.

After the regular season the team finished in the top 4 for the first time. Sitting in 3rd place the boys

were quietly confident of playing good cricket in the finals. The semi-final was a good close game and

either team could have won. Some composed batting at the end saw the team hit the winning runs in

the last over of the game! All the boys played a part in the win, either getting valuable runs or taking

an important wicket or catch.

The grand final was against a team we hadn’t beaten all season. The boys were excited to be playing

in the final and knew if they did the basics right, they had a great chance of winning. Wow – what a

game from the boys. Our opening bowlers (Adrian 1/4 and Dylan 2/0) were superb having the
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opposition 3/4 off 4 overs! Our bowling and fielding was excellent, we took our chances and bowled

them out for 91 in the 27th over. Everyone was involved in the fielding effort and we knew with some

sensible batting we would get the job done.

Our opening batsmen (Shaun and Yianni) showed maturity beyond their years to ensure the runs

ticked over without losing an early wicket. As such, only the top 5 were needed to chase down the

runs with Dan’s quick-fire 16 off 8 balls seeing us home in the 25th over for a comfortable victory. The

boys have worked hard all season, encouraged each other and most importantly, played the game in

the right spirit. The win is thoroughly deserved and something you should all be proud of.

We have a great group of parents who turn up each week and support the team. There is always help

to set up the field, umpire, take photos or score – and the numerous social functions highlight the

friendships that have formed over the years. We are also very lucky to one of the best managers

around in Jules. Nothing is a problem for Jules, she keeps us organised and made sure we had an oval

to train on when our usual oval was suddenly being upgraded! And a big thanks to Con for helping

with the coaching through the season.

It has been a pleasure to coach such a great group of boys and a big congratulation to you all on being

the U13 Div 1 Champions! I look forward to seeing you all again for the 2016/17 season.

Rich High - Coach

U13 Ponting

We started the new season with 12 out of the 14 players from the 2014-15 season returning along

with Alex Brightmore who came back after an absence of a year with another team. We also

welcomed Chris Hemsley to the team.

After a defeat in the first game, we won 5 games in a row and finished the season ranked 5th in the

ladder. We won our cup semi-finals and fought hard in the cup final vs St Ives Lyon to end up as

runners-up. Independent of the progress we made in the tournament, we played our cricket in the

right spirit and every single player contributed with bat, ball and words of encouragement to their

friends. The team had a regular captain for the first time in Ben Worthington who rallied the boys and

encouraged them to do their best in every game. He showed a lot of maturity as the skipper and the

boys responded to his strong leadership.

Dean Chertkow scored the highest individual score of the season with 49 vs North Sydney Gold and fired up the

team with the bat and the ball through the season.

Alex Brightmore was our most positive player of the season and his “no fear” innings of 24 not out secured our

best win of the season vs Lindfield. 

Kyle Scholtz was our Mr Motivator with encouragement from behind the stumps and strong hitting as the

regular opening batsman. 

Ben Bukiofzer was our fastest runner between the wickets and was our safest fielder in the deep where he

saved many runs often putting his body on the line for the team.

Kieran Hutton was our steady middle order specialist and one of the most accurate bowlers of the season. 

Charlie Scholefield was the most improved player of the season for both batting and bowling mainly due to

accepting coaching feedback and making adjustments to his game though the season.
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Toby McGarity was our star opening bowler who got us the right start in most of our games by taking wickets

on a regular basis. His accuracy and control was a particular highlight of the season.

Jordyn Ginsberg was a great role model with his wonderful manners and gratitude. In the field, his direct hits

from the deep took some crucial runouts.

Ewan Davies pursued his spin bowling despite being hit for runs occasionally. His perseverance and tenacity

paid dividend with him taking 14 wickets with the best strike rate in the team.

Luke Pavlich showed the best attitude in the team and encouraged the rest of the team in every game. His

sportsmanship was exemplary and on more than one occasion, he fielded for the opposition teams when they

were short.

Michael Tucker was our “go to” bowler when we needed accuracy and wickets. His friendly approach to the

game encouraged his team mates to do their best. 

Chris Hemsley was one of the most accurate fielders in the team with a number of direct hits and catches in the

field at crucial times in the games. He gave his all to the team in his first season.

Deshan Malalage was the foundation of the team with bat and ball. His all-round performance throughout the

season set up many wins for us. His attitude and approach to the game was always positive and he always

played for the team to win.

There were a number of strong individual performances with every player notching up a personal

best either with bat, ball or fielding. Eight players scored more than 100 runs in the season (Deshan

Malalage, Ben Worthington, Ben Bukofzwer, Dean Chertkow, Kyle Scholtz, Keiran Hutton, Alex

Brightmore and Charlie Scholefield) with Deshan scoring the highest aggregate with 447 runs at an

average of 55.86. Five players claimed 10 wickets or more (Deshan Malalage, Toby McGarity, Ewan

Davies, Dean Chertkow and Ben Bukofzer) with Deshan claiming the highest number of wickets with

21 wickets at 4.76 runs per wkt. Four players caught more than 5 catches (Ben Worthington, Deshan

Malalage, Ewan Davies and Chris Hemsley) with Ben catching an astonishing 11 catches in the season.

Kyle Scholtz was our regular wicket keeper with 5 catches and 2 stumping behind the stumps. Luke

Pavlich supported him with 4 catches while keeping with an additional 4 catches as a regular fielder.

Deshan and Dean were selected to play representative cricket for NSJCA U12 teams and Dean was

part of the NSJCA President’s cup team who won their tournament.

As the coach, I am very grateful for our group of parents who supported their boys every weekend.

Without them we wouldn’t have achieved the progress we made this season. The sportsmanship they

have instilled in their sons was evident in the way the boys played their cricket. This is something I am

particularly proud of as their coach. I want to say thank you to Hein Scholtz who was our regular

umpire who showed “a no nonsense yet fair” approach to his decision making. The boys learnt a lot

from him and they also learnt to respect the umpire’s decision. I also want to say a special thank you

to Rob McGarity who managed the team for a third season and organised all the logistics with

minimum fuss and efficiency. He also umpired on most weekends and ensured that the team logistics

ran smoothly throughout the season.

Finally, I want to say a very special thank you to the boys who showed a lot of maturity and

sportsmanship for another season. The friendship and the team spirit they have cultivated over a

number of seasons is a joy to see as a coach and I am very privileged to have this opportunity to

coach a fine bunch of young men.

Mahesh Malalage - Coach
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U13 Lyon

It has been my absolute pleasure to

coach this team for the third year

running. Three years ago we celebrated

an over with 6 legal deliveries, a

batsman that is able to face a single

over and wonder at a ball sticking in the

hand for a catch. Today we are setting

fields with our different bowlers, taking

spectacular close in and out filed

catches and rarely have strings of ducks in

the score book. It has been an amazing

journey to see these boys continue to develop their skill and understanding of the game. On those

days that the team clicked we were able to take down the best teams in the competition. Including

inflicting the only defeat to the minor premiers with an outstanding display of disciplined controlled

bowling and brilliant fielding to limit the runs to 120, to a team that was accustomed to scoring lots

of runs. Our batting that day demonstrated a level of maturity well beyond the boy’s years, as they

calmly (not very calm parents or coach) chased down the small total to win in the second last over. An

amazing team performance. Unfortunately, we were unable to keep momentum throughout the

whole season and managed to lose games we should have won. In the end we ended up 6th on the

table in a very congested table from 2 to 6. It was a wonderful Cup Final win between two very

competitive St Ives teams.

The spirit and attitude from the boys this year has been fantastic. They have lifted themselves to new

levels of performance and understanding of the game of cricket. Each boy has grown in their skills

across the board. As a team, they have played for each other especially in the field were we have

been able to keep the opposition runs to small totals.

At the start of the season we only had 10 players. As a result, we needed to borrow players from

other age groups. I would like to thank all of those players who assisted, Thomas Coughlan, Lochlan

Stevenson, Ned Pearce, Elliot Kerr, Aaron Kerr and Angus Loebel. Their involvement greatly assistant

the team in ensuring we were never forced to forfeit a game and assisted in creating some great

moments through the season. Of particular note is Elliot Kerr’s 5/5 from 3 overs.

There were many great memorable performances and performers through the season. Having big

Hugh Arundel open the bowling with intimidating speed that often saw stumps fly apart in the early

overs. Matt Rosser wining the Sydney Sixers star of the week and discovering a talent for off spin.

James Coughlin brilliant end of innings batting in the final to put the extra 30 on in the final overs to

set up the win. Craig Hargreaves brilliant infield catching taking 8 catches for the season, the top for

the team. Aaron Kerr’s steady reliable opening stands. Angus Loebel with steady runs and amazing

catches. Hamish Dixon–Hughes with his straight bat and newly found pace swing bowling. Rex Pearce

with a batting average of 43.6. Zac DLRB the steady all-rounder with fantastic fielding skills. Zac Scott

with a brilliant 3 for 9 off 2.4 overs to take down St Ives Ponting in the last round. Jamie Ashton and
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his funky left arm medium pacers and a never give up attitude. And finally, Angus Stevenson with his

bamboozling leg spin, sure to take a wicket any ball. Just great cricket from a great team.

I would like to thank all those that assisted to make this such a great season, the scorers, umpires and

barbequers. Most importantly I would like to thank Kirsty for her sublime organisational skills in

keeping the whole team and me informed week by week.

Go the Lyon

Andrew Stevenson - Coach

U13 Smith

It was a tough year results wise and with routine absences from various school commitments,

injuries, social events and holidays the team struggled to fill the 11 players required many weeks.

Training was non-existent - with only 6 or 7 players turning up. We gave up in the end.

Whilst the year wasn't what we had hoped for (or will ever voluntarily endure again) there were

many fine individual performances - Blake and Harrison had the power and threatened to take the

game away most weeks, Jay and Daniel took more than 30 wickets between them and Luke, Ben and

Ryan contributed with bat, ball and fielding. The other boys had their moments and most improved

throughout the season. Congratulations to Jin for his 1st year of cricket ever!!

The behaviour of the kids was exemplary and umpiring decisions, both good and bad, were accepted

with good grace. But cricket is a game of statistics and the stats show we had a difficult year.

Nietzsche said, "That which does not kill us makes us stronger" (albeit he said it in German) and the

kids will certainly be stronger for the experience. However, despite the difficulties I will remember the

many great moments during the year. But I don't mean the great batting by Blake and Harrison or the

great bowling by Luke, Jay and Daniel. It will be the little moments that I will remember like the last

game, late in the day with the shadows stretching across the pitch and the boys setting a field of 3

slips and a gully (which is a rare field setting for any u13s team), Luke M was bowling with the scores

tied. Luke bowled the ball fast, full and slightly wide of off stump and tempted the batsmen to flash at

it, only succeeding in nicking one straight to 1st slip with Blake taking a blinder!! A great moment!!

The opposition were rattled, we were a chance!! Unfortunately, we lost the game but like so much of

the season we were close and the boys competed and that is what sport and life is all about.

We had some fantastic ring-ins to complete the team each week and they generously gave their time

- they include Will Irish, Will's brother, Ed, Sam Payne, Josh Payne, Jonah Chitty, Chris Yanko, half of

Mark T's under 10s, Bailee Kee, Hayden Kee, Jack and Dashan's brother. I know I have missed a few

but the generosity of those kids and their parents was very much appreciated and meant we only had

to forfeit 1 game during the season.

Thanks to the many parents who gave up their time umpiring and scoring during the year. Also thanks

to Mal Lucas and Mark Tunnicliffe for sharing the blame for a 1 win from 16 season!!

Playing awards go to:

Batting Award: Blake Forbes 248 runs. (Notable mentions Harrison Lucas 207 runs)
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Bowling Award: Jay Tunnicliffe 15 Wickets for 135 runs at an average of 9

(Notable mentions Daniel G 15 wickets for 174 runs at an average of 11.6, unfortunately for Daniel his wickets

for U14s fill in and semi's don't count)

Manager's Award: Daniel Ghoughassian, batting 144 runs, bowling 17 wickets for 205 runs in all formats, best

figures of 6/11, 3 catches and 2 run outs.

(Notable mentions (a) Harrison Lucas, batting 207 runs, 6/153, (b) Ben Payne a good year and played an entire

game with fractured arm! (c) Ryan Belzycki for improving so much during the year).

I hope the boys continue to love their cricket. All the best and thanks for a memorable year.

Mark Payne - Coach

U13 Johnson

The 2015/16 season for U13 Johnson was highlighted by all round improvement and terrific team

spirit. Although some of the boys had played together before for school, on the whole we were a

newly formed group of players, but the boys quickly laid the foundation for a solid and unified team.

We had a great start to the season that saw a couple of wins early on. Unfortunately, though, due to

clashing school sport, we regularly found ourselves playing with only 8 or 9 players, with most of the

boys playing age groups up. We struggled against stronger and more experienced teams but came

close to victory on occasions mid-season, with a few nail-biting finishes. Despite the scores though,

the boys’ determination and enthusiasm never faded. The team went on to an outstanding season

end with emphatic wins in the Plate Semi-Final and Final. It was so pleasing to see all the players’

efforts and improvements, which were evident building throughout the year, capped off with a

clinical and deserved win in the Final.

Christopher Calthorpe, team captain, and Mr Reliable with the bat, often stood strong during a

number of batting collapses. His wicket-keeping improved out of sight, and his talk behind the stumps

had everyone on their toes. James Paraysn was our top run scorer and key wicket taker, always

providing entertainment. He helped set up our win in the final with a fantastic innings of 44 not out.

Rahul Jayakanthan was always consistent with his economical bowling, and was involved in a number

of important partnerships with the bat. Alex Panikian was our leading wicket taker with best figures

of 3/8 and was a key player in the field, backed up by his big hitting. Bill Parker opened the bowling

with his quick pace and incredible accuracy, plus took some absolute screamers. Nicholas Woods

developed immensely throughout the season, and became a pivotal wicket taker, demonstrated by

his two vital wickets in the final. Liam Maloney was another big improver in the team with both bat

and ball, highlighted by a mid-season 37 run innings. Xavier Sengupta led from the front as a

confident and assertive opening batsman, backed up by his positive talk, keeping everyone alive in

the field. Oliver Hamilton was always on the mark when it came to his swinging and at times

unplayable bowling. His enthusiasm was second to none. Will Bailey also displayed massive

improvements, especially with the ball, and became a key player in the field. Jack Windeyer was a late

addition to the team, but scored some crucial runs and bowled an incredible 3 wicket over in the

final. Simon Bolger unfortunately could only play the first half of the season, but contributed with his
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positive attitude and leadership, plus had a number of important innings with the bat and ball,

including a match winning 34 run knock. Also a shout out to “super subs” Jeremy and Ashar.

A big thanks to all the parents who supported the team throughout the season, and special mentions

to managers Donna and Andrew (also scorer), and umpires George and JK.

Congratulations to all for a very enjoyable and rewarding season.

Alasdair Gyngell - Coach

U14Warner

2015/16 perhaps wasn’t the best of years in terms of results for under 14 Warner but it was a good

year for the boys as a team. The core of our team has been together now for several seasons and it

was great to have a few new faces join us at the start of the season. Throughout the year even when

we weren’t winning matches the boys played and practiced with great spirit and excitement and it

was wonderful to see how quickly the new players became really valued members of the team.

It was a slow start at the beginning of the season, and we had some pretty heavy losses, but the boy’s

spirit never dropped and by the end of the season we were winning nearly half the games and giving

even some of the top teams a run for their money. The bowling honours for the year were tightly

contested with three or four of the boys tussling to see who would end up with the most wickets, and

it seemed each week a different boy would star with the bat.

As the season ended the boys were already talking about getting together for next year and practising

during the off-season. As manager it was wonderful to see how much they were enjoying the game.

Many, many, many thanks to Scott Murray who was there every week as our coach and it was great to

see how the boys developed under his tutelage.

Craig Georgans - Manager

U14 Lee

Well what a season we have had. It's been a mix of highs and lows but honestly mostly lows! Our

team this year was once again a blend of teams and some new players to join our club. While the goal

for the boys was to gel and perform as team this proved to be challenging at the onset. As the season

progressed they learned each other's strengths and weaknesses and bonded a little more with each

game. As a parent and manager it was a delight to see the boys be so resilient and bounce back after

the losses. They all showed a commitment to each other and the game by coming back each week.

They all had a great sense of humour and always had fun at each game.

A thank you needs to be given to the parents and grandparents who supported the team and brought

the boys to training and games, as well as those parents who scored and umpired each week. The

season cannot go ahead without this extended support. 

I would like to thank the boys for trying their best and showing good sportsmanship the entire

season. I wish you all the best of luck for next year.

Joanna Shaw - Manager
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U14 Perry

This season of cricket was one that U14 Perry will remember for a variety of reasons. We started the

season as a new team comprising of a group of boys and girls that had one thing in common - a

passion for cricket. The common thread throughout the season was the way in which every player

gave of their best at every practice and game.

Our training sessions were a real highlight and learning opportunity for the players. We chose not to

focus on net sessions but rather to train on the centre wicket. This provided the players with

opportunities to improve every facet of their game. The training sessions were well attended and

enjoyed by all.

During the season U14 Perry had 17 scheduled games. We won 14 (2 on forfeit), lost 2 and one was

rained out. We got 2498 runs and took 125 wickets. This meant that we ended the season as minor

premiers. This was an amazing accomplishment considering that for the second half of the season we

struggled for numbers with 8 of our team consistently having afternoon school cricket commitments.

We were grateful to players that filled in for us ensuring we didn't need to forfeit a game.

We entered the semifinal with half the team unavailable to play due to school cricket commitments

and gave of our best, but unfortunately didn't get through to the finals.

I would like to thank Jeremy Hook for coaching the team and giving up so much of his time to help

every player improve over the season. I would also like to thank all the parents for supporting the

boys and girls throughout the season by transporting them, scoring, umpiring, setting up the ground,

helping with coaching and providing encouragement at every game.

I am sure that everyone agrees that it was a great season with lots of new friendships formed and

improvement in cricket all round. I wish all the players the best in their future cricket endeavours.

Lara Turner - Manager

U14 Haddin

Following 3 very successful seasons with 3 minor premierships and a 2015 Grand Final win the

Haddin boys were entered to play in the U14 Sunday competition and bypassing the U13

competition. U14's on Sunday quickly proved to be a significant step up in both physical capability

and skills. It often looked like boys playing against men as our 12 year old's confronted 14 and

sometimes 15 year old's who were many centimeters taller and kilograms heavier.

After a successful first win of the season the team had a torrid time coming to terms with much faster

and higher quality bowling and fielding than they had previously experienced from opposition teams.

For the first part of the season there were many more losses than wins as the team adjusted to the

new standards. Then from round 9 onwards the boys found their mojo and learned the art of being

patient and concentrating on every ball when batting. This resulted in an unbeaten run of 5 matches

including terrific victories over the top 2 teams who were both extremely relieved when our boys

missed out on the finals by half a game!

Team Haddin is a special group of boys who have a wonderful knack of getting themselves into tight

situations and then snatching victory from the jaws of defeat. The parents always enjoy the suspense

of a closely fought win! This is a team with a large group of genuine all-rounders who can be the
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leading wicket taker or run scorer on any given day. They played with great team spirit and were very

honourable in each of their victories and defeats during the season. 

Every player contributed throughout the season. On the batting front the top scorers in the regular

season were Luke Giacometti (289), Aaron Kerr (273), Ed Ogilvy (233) and Angus Loebel (220). The

top wicket takers were Max Black (12), Chris Bendall (12), Aaron Kerr (11), Jonothan Cole (10). Josh

Newham was a regular outstanding performer as wicket keeper saving many runs and combining

particularly well with the leg spin bowling of Max Black. But as mentioned above there were strong

contributions across the team throughout the season including the consistent bowling of Dylan

Campbell and the brilliant fielding of Ethan Lush.

Thanks to the assistant coach, Craig Newham, all the scorers/umpires and of course all the parents for

getting the team to the training sessions/games.

Trent Loebel – Coach

Kirsty Ogilvy - Manager

U15 North

For the 2015/16 season we decided to give the boys a challenge. Rather than play U14’s let them play

U15’s to really see what they could do. The boys did not disappoint. The U15 Sunday AM competition

proved to be very strong with 12 teams all vying for the title. We came up against some very good

bowling attacks and battling line ups that really tested the resolve of the boys. However, rather than

dropping their heads and sulking they assessed, learnt and moved on. This approach culminated in

two very decisive wins which allowed us to take out The Cup Final.

Our first game against Lane Cove Benaud was a doozy and a “Welcome to U15 cricket”. Lane Cove

Benaud rolled us for 35 and passed our score one wicket down and everyone was home by 11am.

What a way to start the season and what was the beginning of a fascinating journey to The Cup Final.

The team has been together for 4 years now, and throughout that time every one of the boys has

shown an enormous level of commitment and team camaraderie which is a credit to the boys and

something they drew on during the season.

All aspects of the boy’s batting improved especially in the area of shot selection and punishing the

bad bowling. With the boys now getting taller and stronger, they have realised that they can target a

particular bowler and can not only punish their bad bowling but their good bowling as well. This fed

through to a number of quick fire 50’s being scored towards the end of the season.

The boys had to work hard on their bowling and found it the hardest discipline to master for a

number of reasons. Firstly, was the age difference. As an U14 team playing U15‘s the size difference

was very evident. With extra height in most cases comes extra bounce and pace which makes a huge

difference. Secondly, the boys are starting their growth spurts so coordination and consistency

becomes an issue. However, not to shy away from a challenge, the boys simply out thought the

opposition batman with off pace deliveries, strategic field positions and a bit of luck.

The most noticeable improvement has been the boys understanding and appreciation of the game

which will be a major asset for them next season.
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Our journey ended with The Cup Final in which we played Linfield Marsh at Mimosa for the honour.

We batted first and were 1 for 106 after 16 overs and 5 for 210 at the end of our innings (just under 7

and over). We ended up rolling Lindfield in the 31st over for 167 runs. Boy have they come a long

way!

Finally, a very big thank you to all of the parents who came and supported the boys and those who

were able to help with umpiring, scoring, leaf blowing, coffee runs, BBQ’s and pre-game warm ups.

Also, a special thanks to Nic and Rob for going above and beyond the normal manager duties.

Thanks for a great season – I enjoyed coaching the team and I’m looking forward to seeing you all in

September!

Gavin Stuart – Coach

U15 Smith

The St Ives Smith Team is an amazing group of fun loving boys who enjoy playing the game and also

has fun together. Our results are not a true reflection of our team as we had a young team. They all

played very hard and tried their best. The team started developing during the season with the

captaincy of Daniel and a team trying to back each other up. Daniel is an exception leader and has

great all round strengths.

Harrison Ferry was a standout batsman and wicketkeeper with strong contributions from Daniel,

Jamie, Hugh, Harry, Angus, Teague and Liam. The other standout person and who used to keep the

team always cheerful is Harry Charalambous. We knew we would get a wicket when he came to bowl.

We had a strong opening bowling partnership with Shubham and Jamie who were consistent with

their attack and were not easy to score runs. The other bowlers also had useful contributions that

included Daniel, Morgan, William, Teague and John Semmler. Our spinners Quinn, Angus and Liam

gave us a view of good spin bowling.

Hamish Windybank also needs a special mention. He played some strong innings with his bat and

equally bowled and fielded well. He was the youngest and showed excellent temperament and

courage. Some of the great catches and fielding based on my memory has been from John Semmler,

Hugh, Shubham, Liam and Angus. We did have some great drops. For next season we need to work

more on fitness and fielding. As the boys are getting older, specialising in an area becomes equally

important.

Thanks to all the parents for all the support and especially in days when I was busy climbing

mountains. I definitely enjoyed with the boys and a special thanks to Gavin without whom I would

have not been able to do this. And my Son Shubham who helped me in the mornings and ensuring I

completed the scorebook on time.

Ranjan Bakshi - Coach
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U16/17 Trumper

The U16/17 Trumper team this year featured a mixture of club stalwarts and a number of younger

players gaining their first competitive experience on turf wickets. The competition was again this year

very strong and our team held their own against most teams. Although we only picked up three wins

over the season, the majority of the other games were with competitive margins. Our bowling in

particular was consistent with Angus, Alex and Sam with their medium pace, and Martin and Gregor

with their off-spin and leg-spin respectively, all regularly picking up wickets. Dermott, when free from

rep commitments, challenged all the opposition with his left-arm orthodox and Tyson provided a

cameo at the start of the season. They were backed up by Matt and Zach who both improved greatly

in the season. The bowling was supported with mostly very good fielding with young guns Gregor and

Stuart leading the pack with their ground fielding and enthusiasm around the park. Liam kept things

honest behind the stumps, including a number of stumpings off Gregor’s leggies, with Stuart backing

up in a few games.

Our batting was the most challenging aspect of the team’s performance this season and fair to say we

never really achieved the consistency needed to challenge the stronger teams in the competition.

This was compounded by the slow nature of the many of the turf wickets this season. We had solid

performances through-out from Liam and Dermott and good back-ups knocks at different times from

Sam, Stuart, Gregor, Nick, Martin and Alex.

On the field Martin lead the team with support from the senior players. The boys this year very much

ran their own show in terms of field settings and bowling orders. This started out a little mixed but

certainly in the back half of the season things ran smoothly. A feature again this year was the

excellent team spirit and demeanour of the boys on the field, both amongst one another and towards

the opposition. Also a great thanks to our regular fill-ins in Sahil and Chintan and the five other boys

who played one or two games.

Lastly a great thanks to all the parents, without whom the cricket wouldn’t take place. In particular,

our regular umpires Gavin and Paul, ably supported by Mark and a couple of cameos by Rick after

Christmas. Full kudos to the commitment of these particular fathers who have umpired right through

the grades since under 9’s. Thanks also to our scorer’s Ann, who helped me with MyCricket this year,

Geoff, Mark, Paul B, Paul S, Dave and to the other parents who regularly turned-up in support of the

boys.

Chris Skeggs - Coach
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TEAM PHOTOS

In2CRICKET
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U8 T20 BLAST
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Under 9
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Under 10
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Under 11
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Under 12
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Under 13
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Under 14
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
to be held at

Hassall Park Club House, St Ives

on

MONDAY 27th April, 7pm

Agenda

1. Introduction and Welcome

2. Apologies

3. Minutes of 2014/5 Annual General Meeting

4. President’s Report

5. Financial Report

6. Election of Office Bearers for 2015/16

7. General Business

8. Close
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Minutes
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COMMITTEE: 2015/16

President David McKay

Vice President Mahesh Malalage

Treasurer Matt Cole

NSJCA Representative Chris Skeggs / Mahesh Malalage

Club Operations Manager Tracy Poulton

Coaching Coordinator Steven Bartlett

Secretary and Public Officer Matt Cole

Equipment Officer Kris Mason

Immediate Past President Clive Fletcher

Age Coordinators:

In2Cricket

U8 (T20 Blast)

Paul Critchley, Chris Avis

Syam Sundar, Andrew Tilley

U9 Katherine Stevenson, Mark Hilton

U10 Steven Levin

U11 Brendon Morcom, Trent Austin

U12 Adele Brennan

U13 Matt Cole

U14/15 Lara Turner

U16/17 Chris Skeggs

Girls’ Coordinator Steven Bird

LIFE MEMBERS

Brev Johnson

Peter Godden

Phil Crawford

Louise Smith

Mark Ross Smith

Rob Carruthers

Clive Fletcher

Geoff Keevers
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FINANCIAL REPORT
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